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PREFACE

What is meant by Telematics, ?
Prof.ir. M.PJ. Stevens
Eindhoven University of Technology
Eindhoven - the Netherlands

A general survey is given of telematics, its application, telematics technique and
future developments.

Introduction
Such as the beginning of this century is called "the industrial era", the end of the
20th century can be denoted "the era of informatics". Besides money, machinery
and people, the possibility to have up to date information has become one of the
most important production factors.
Telematics is one of the means with which we can dispose of up to date information. Therefore, this increases the power of its users. By the way, this doesn't
mean that telematics has to do with actual information implicitly. Telematics is
also used to consult and distribute information that is historical. Herewith, the
concept information is explicitly separated from the concept data. Information is
more than data only. Information must be regarded in the order of other
concepts such as:
signals - > data - > information - > knowledge - > wisdom.
This order gives an idea of the added value and interrelation with other aspects
that are dealing with the transport of data. Telematics is not a synonym for the
availability of actual and "intelligent" data. Human interpretation remains
necessary to convert this information in knowledge and wisdom.
The development of telematics is based on technological developments (technology push). The development of micro-electronics and informatics played a
mayor role. Telematics owes her existance to developments in the field of
telecommunications and computers. Considering the speed with which these
developments take place, it is to be expected that the use of telematics will
increase considerably in the years to come.
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A number of applications of telematics are already well introduced in business
community. Some examples are EDI within the section of transport, the telemeasurement and control, and electronic banking (tele-banking).
Telematics enables existing services to be substituted by tele-services. Examples
are:
* Looking-up telephone numbers via Videotex or Viditel.
* Electronic mail replaces the paper flow through Post Offices.
* Tele-measurement replaces manual reading of the electricity meter.
* Electronic payment will replace payment with banknotes and coins.
The mainspring for the application of telematics is the added value offered by
tele-services, in the form of speed, actuality, accessibility etc. The extent to which
application takes place, partly depends on the price that must be paid for this
added value.
The development and introduction of telematics in business is expected to go
much faster than in the private sector. This has to do with the fact that business
community is used to invest in new technologies, whereas the consumer isn't.
Having to pay for all kinds of tele-services doesn't fit with the economical nature
of the average citizen. For the time being he will conform to classical patterns of
information gathering, such as consulting the telephone directory and the railway
timetable, borrowing books through the library and reading newspapers and
weakly magazines.

General aspects of telematics
The essence of telematics
Does the attention which is momentarily paid to telematics (both in private
sector and in business community) mean that telematics is something entirely
new and that we might even talk about an entire new technology?
It appears that telematics is relatively old and that it deals with a combination of
technologies, which have been developed for some decades. Telematics technology consists of a combination of electronics, telecommunication, datacommunication, and computer science. In view of the fast developments in this field,
especially suppliers of tele- and datacommunication expect telematics to develop
rapidly too.
One of the most important aspects of telematics is the large number of possible
applications. Telematics can be used in many fields within industry, business,
government and private sector. The European unification and the
internationalization of business play an important role in this process. Telematics
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is not only aimed at the technique of telecommunication and informatics, but the
importance of telematics are the services that can be offered by means of this
technology.
The definition connected to the preceding is:
"The distributed offer and use of tele-information services by means of telecommunication and information techniques that reach further than the nearest
(working) environment."
Telematics products
The telematics products that are connected herewith are:
1. Production, delivery and presentation of information.
2. The setting up and exploitation of tele-information services.
3. Availability and exploitation of tele- and datacommunication networks.
4. Development, supply and support of hardware and software for storage,
transport and processing of information.
5. Use of information.

Telematics parties
The coherence between the parties that are involved in these telematics products
can be represented as follows:

Users of tele-information < -- > Suppliers of tele-information

t

t

suppliers of tele-information services

t

exploitation of network facilities

t

'---.;.. suppliers of hardware and software

The embedding of Telematics
Besides the parties mentioned above, the management of enterprises has to do
with Telematics too. This doesn't only relate to the use of it, but the management will have to take decisions about investments in telematics. Besides
investment decisions about hardware, software and infrastructure also decisions
about the management and security of information, the organisation of
telematics use (tasks, responsibilities) and the construction of knowledge and
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experience in this field have to be taken.
The organizational embedment in the information housekeeping is crucial for
the success of telematics.

Classification of telematics expertise
The classes in which telematics expertise can be divided are:
1. The manager who has to decide about investments in telematics in accordance with policy.
2. The user of telematics applications.
3. The designer of telematics applications.
4. The manager of telematics applications and/or telematics infrastructure.
5. The telecommunication/datacommunication expert.

The telematics traffic
For the exchange of information the next four types of flows, all concerning the
above mentioned telematics infrastructure, can be distinquished:
1. Conversation.
Two-way information flow between two persons.
Examples are telephone, telex, E-mail, voicemail, tele conferencing.
2. Allocution.
One-way information flow (broadcasting) from one central point to a group
users.
Examples: radio and television broadcasts of broadcasting corporations, pay
television.
3. Consultation.
Selectively retrieving information by an end user. Examples: consulting
databases with the aid of teletext, viditel, creditel, videotex.
4. Registration.
Centrally gathering of information from distributed sources. Examples:
reading meters, the control of installations, tele-shopping, collecting orders
(automotive branche).
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In the following diagram these four forms have been represented in relation to
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INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES
ON TELEMATICS
IR. J.J.M. JANSSEN
SIEMENS NEDERLAND N.V.
THE HAGUE - THE NETHERLANDS

Abstract
A short overview will be given of the present situation of telecommunications;
for an assessment of future developments growth rates of telecommunications
networks and services are presented. To serve the needs of potential users large and small companies, authorities, private persons - the ISDN is installed
now and the B-ISDN will be installed within a few years. Attention shall be paid
to the present situation of ISDN within the European Community. Applications
of an 'integrated service digital network' will be looked at. A probable time scale
for the developments towards a mature phase of telematics will be given.
To offer the extensive and complex services of the future, an intelligent network
is indispensable. This network has to provide a broad range of widely varying bit
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rates. For this reason the transfer principle ATM (Asynchronous Transfer
Mode), is regarde:d as a basis for broadband ISDN. A few network features are
dealt with concisely. The importance of the regulatory and standardization
aspects, as well as the security and privacy aspects will be considered.
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Fig. 1: Growth of voice and nonvoice communications terminals (world figures)
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The telephone network, the "worlds largest automatic system" and most powerful
telecommunication network, has at present more than 750 million connected
telephones. Besides the telephone network, which permits also the transfer of
data and images (facsimile), other specialized networks exist. These are chiefly
text and data networks for the business sector and networks supplying radio and
television programs for the private sector.
In individual communications, the annual growth rate of telephone terminals is
considerably lower than that of the text and data services, the "non-voice
services", where however, the absolute number of such terminals connected is far
smaller than that of telephones (Fig. 1).
In the case of mass communications, the number of radio and television
receivers, which are served chiefly by terrestrial transmitters, is approximately
the same as the number of telephones. Program distribution via cable, which
offers additional programs, better quality and more individual possibilities for
use, has widely differing levels of coverage and subscriber densities in different
countries.
The world market volumes for individual communication and for mass communication were in 1988 of the same order of magnitude with DM 290 bn and DM
260 bn respectively (Fig. 2). For individual communication about 80% of the
investment cost goes into the infrastructure (mainly switching equipment,
transmission equipment and cables), and only about 20 % into terminal equipment. For mass communication, these shares are reversed.
The transition from the industrialized society to the information society, linked
with a sudden increase in the volume of information and communication
requires worldwide telecommunication capabilities unimpeded by national
borders. For all countries, telecommunications has thus acquired evergrowing
economical and social significance. The interest in demand oriented development
of networks and services is not concentrated in large organizations and in
administration, but is also found in medium sized and small companies and in
private households. Meeting present-day and future wishes and demand for
commmunication and information services requires a suitable infrastructure:
a differentiated assortment of "teleservices", demand oriented and favorably
priced, must be made available, with blanket coverage, to a wide circle of
users;
with "bearer services" the professional users should be offered a basis for
solutions to their special needs.
"Open communication" on the foundation of international standards opens the
door to user-friendly worldwide telecommunications. The public telephone
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Fig. 2: Telecommunications world market 1988: 550 billion DM (310 billion US$)
network is the most eminent example of this. As a substitute for incompatible
island solutions in data communications, it is necessary to realize open communication also for new services. This will be a precondition for widespread and
unproblematic utilization of these services.
Despite the capabilities of the global telephone network and of other specialized
networks, by no means all telecommunications wishes have been fulfilled. In
addition to improvement and extension of existing services - higher sound quality
on the telephone, shorter transfer times for text and data services, better
resolution in facsimile transmission - the user expects further services and
functions, especially the integration of different types of communication (multimedia communication). The demand will grow as networks, storage systems,
computers and terminal equipments are further developed and as costs and
tariffs are reduced. Ever-greater importance will be attached to simple handling.
The wishes of the network operators must also be taken into account. They are
interested on the one hand in rapidly adapting their range of offered services to
the demands of large and small business and private users, and on the other
hand in being able to install and operate equipment supplied by different
manufacturers.The wishes and demands of the users, service providers and
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network operators, and the design concepts of the manufacturers determine how
the telecommunication services and networks will develop. All together this will
result in more intelligence and bandwidth in the network and more flexibility,
mobility, economy, reliability, security and convenience for the user.
Many services (often called value added services) require storage and processing
functions within the network in addition to pure message transfer. These
"intelligent" services permit message handling, retrieval of information, and
access to information processing facilities.
Message handling encompasses service features for "store-and-forward", "mailbox" and/or "message processing". Store-and-forward facilities store the message
and transmit it in accordance with the sender's instructions automatically at a
certain time to the recipient(s). The recipient receives messages deposited in an
electronic mailbox only by calling for them, similarly to emptying the mailbox. By
message processing, the message can be additionally edited or converted, for
example from text to facsimile representation or later from text to voice and
vice-versa (perhaps some time in the future even with translations into other
languages). Message handling meets the demand for time-independent or timeoffset communication.
Increasing importance is being attached also to telecommunication services that
support retrieval of information or access to information processing. The
information may be stored or processed at different locations in form of data,
text, graphics, still image, document, speech, sound or film.

2. Networks being introduced
For many users the foundation for the expansion of the telecommunications
infrastructure is the integrated services digital network ISDN based on international standards.

2.1 Features
One ISDN feature of great importance to the user is the uniform "telecommunication socket". With only one directory number and with standardized services
for voice, text, data, still and moving pictures the user can communicate with
partners, retrieve information and access information processing in the network
or via the network, as well as make use of services in combination. Up to eight
terminals may be connected to the existing copper wire pair, previously suitable
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ISDN: one line
one directory number
standardized "communications" sockets
up to 8 ISDN terminals
at the same time
I
I

So

4 wires (copper)

NT
2 wires (copper)
to the ISDN local exchange
So interface
NT Network Termination

Fig. 3: Connection of different ISDN terminals (ISDN basic access)

for a single analog telephone call, and any two can be used simultaneously (Fig.
3). The ISDN concept expands the conventional telephone access into a powerful
universal access with a transfer capacity of 64 + 64 + 16 kbit/s in each direction. The ISDN will in future also provide access to the packet-switching networks.
The main operational advantages that ISDN offers the user (Figs. 4 and 5) lie,
thanks to its high data rate of 64 kbit/s, in the text and data services, for which
there is a growing demand worldwide. The usual transfer speed today is thereby
multiplied by a factor of up to 50. In telefax the reproduction quality can be
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j' Universal access
• for voice, text, data, image
• up to 8 terminal devices, 1 subscriber line,
1 directory number
• universal sockets/plugs/interfaces
• 2 (3) simultaneous connections

o short call setup time (1 - 3 seconds)
o selection of terminal equipment, call diversion etc.

• internal calls
• closed user group

o nailed-up connection (NUe)
o centrex

• etc .
• ) available from Introduction of ISDN, even In communication with non· ISDN subscribers

Fig. 4: Operational benefits of the 64-kbit/s ISDN (Universal access)

Telephony
New service features *), such as:
•

call waiting

•
•

call diversion
can forwarding

0

display of c~lIer's number

0

7-kHz speech quality

•
•

automatic callback when busy
etc.
.)

for nonvolce services also, when practical

.) available from Introduction of ISDN, even In communicatIon with
non-ISDN subscribers

Fig. 5: Operational benefits of the 64-kbit/s ISDN (Telephony)
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I Facsimile

Io

I Teletex
I Videotex

I

I Data

!
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Slow moving
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I

l

< 10

1.8

secondslA4 page, 4x higher resolution

o 114 second!A4 page, mixed mode with fax
• call setup in 1 - 2 seconds
screen fill in 1/2 - 1 second
• enhanced graphics

•

o up to SOx faster than telephone networklmodefT

I

o new service (color picture in about 10 s)
o new service (in color, restricted quality)
• ) available from Introduction of ISDN, even In communication with
non-ISDN subsribers

Fig. 6: Operational benefits of the 64-kbit/s ISDN (Nonvoice services)

increased fourfold. Also new is the ability to transfer via the ISDN color still
pictures with high quality in about ten seconds, and even moving color pictures
with reduced, but in many cases acceptable quality (Fig. 6). The economic
advantages result from the avoidance of numerous subscriber accesses side-byside and not least from the application of large-seale-integration.
Operational and economic advantages are obtained by the network operators,
too, as in the long term ISDN can replace the other special networks; furthermore new services will offer additional business opportunities.

2.2 Public ISDN and private ISDN systems
In order to introduce ISDN services, the appropriate network infrastructure must
be on hand. This in itself requires a large capital investment. The ISDN concept,
however, is based on normal digital transmission and switching systems, which to
some extent are already installed, or which, in view of the technical and economic advantages of digital technology, will be replacing the older analog systems
step-by-step in any case. The only ISDN-specific facilities to be provided - the
quantity directly depending on the number of ISDN subscribers - are the digital
subscriber circuits in the local exchanges and network terminations (NT) at the
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subscriber. The overall ISDN-specific preliminary investment costs are thus small
compared with the total network costs, so that for the network operator the
ISDN hardly constitutes a risky investment. Modem digital and modularly
expandable transmission and switching systems form the best basis for introduction of the ISDN.
The situation is similar with regard to the capabilities and the expansion of
private ISDN installations. These private ISDN systems, which - in various sizes are used in the business sector provide not only access to the public ISDN and
its services, but can make available additional features that in the public network
are not, or not yet, implemented.
Having completed its pilot trials, the ISDN currently being commercially
introduced in a number of important countries. The Deutsche Bundespost
commenced ISDN operation at the beginning of 1989. By 1993 over 600 ISDN
exchanges will have been installed, and ISDN services will be on offer to anyone
who wants them.

2.3 Mobile communication
The objective of future mobile communication is the cordless terminal that can
be utilized universally at the office, at home or when traveling, for example the
"pocket telephone".
In the long term, the different mobile communication networks in existence
today can be absorbed into the concept of a general integrated network with
common subscriber management and communication handling for stationary and
mobile subscribers and for all applications.
In order to offer simple telephoning from and to the car throughout Europe,
most European countries are intending to introduce all-digital cellular networks
ond the foundation of international standards in the early 19905. These networks
will have a capacity of several million subscribers, and will permit not only voice
communication but also data and text communication with handier and cheaper
mobile stations. In all, the digital networks will be characterized by improved
transfer quality for voice and data, interception immunity thanks to encryption,
frequency economy and cost effectiveness.

2.4 Broadband applications and broadband services
Broadband communication needs a transmission speed of more than 1.5 or 2
Mbit/s and generally fiber-optic subscriber lines. The chief application categories
here are interactive data communication, interactive video communication and
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distributive video communication. There is additionally a demand for broadband
transfer for private networks with concentrated narrowband voice and data
traffic over the public network.
Some possible broadband applications and services are :
Data transfer
Data transfer encompasses high-speed dialog between terminal and computer,
such as computer-aided design (CAD), competeraided manufacturing (CAM),
desk-top publishing and other applications. Both bit rates and connection time
will have a rising tendency for the next years.
Coupling of private networks and realization of MAN's
The connection lines for coupling local atea networks and metropolitan area
networks or PABX's will only carry the net bit streams of the inter-network
traffic.
Large MANs can also be realized with connectionless data transfer services over
transmission and switching facilities of the public network. This ways of data
packet switching must be dimensioned to carry the gross bit rate of the MAN in
question, that is some 10 to 40 Mbit/s. It is expected that there will be metropolitan area networks in Europe from 1993 onward. The USA are the
frontrunners in this field, although I've heard that our national PIT Telecom is
seriously talking about MANs just now.
Document transfer and retrieval
With e.g. mailbox facilities, use for telemarketing, remote shopping or remote
teaching,
Video conferencing
For which higher bit rates and thus better qualitaty can be expected from 1995
onward,
Video telephony
For which variable bitrate codecs would be a great solution.
Video mail, transfer and retrieval
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For this applicationn mailbox facilities would be possible, for video retrievel ther
is the very strong and cheap competition of video shops. Therefore it will
scarcely be possible to offer this service at an competetive price/performance
ratio within 10 years.
Contribution and distribution of tv programs
That means the links between TV studios or to the end user, as an alternative
for Cable Television Networks. The distribution will probably start with analog
signals over optical fibre networks. In the Netherlands several of such links are
already installed and working.

3. Evolution of the digital broadband services
The first customers for digital broadband services will chiefly be large and
medium-sized companies, authorities, and the research sector. Initially the
emphasis will be on special data applications and audiovisual applications:
coupling LANs, realizing MANs, data dialog and document transfer (color
telefax), video conferencing and perhaps the TV telephone. With standardized
broadband services and equipment, it will however also soon be possible to
provide means of economic utilization by small firms with their need for external
contacts and changing traffic relationships. Because of the large number of small
businesses the resulting traffic - despite the limited communication volume - will
all together be comparable to that of the bigger companies.
Full-motion video communication is of considerable significance for the development of traffic in broadband networks, especially since it will also be able to
cover the home sector with its huge subscriber potential. In addition to the uncertainty about the acceptance of the picture or TV telephone, which essentially
depends on the costs and tariffs, the consideration of the traffic volume must
take into account the discussion of the necessary transfer rate (2 Mbit/s, 34
Mbit/s, 140 Mbit/s determined by quality and encoding method). The private
householder could moreover be motivated to connect by distributing channels,
especially high-definition television (HDTV), if necessary initally with reduced
quality (e.g. HD-MAC in Europe).
Fig. 7 gives an overview of the possible dates by which an appreciable demand
for broadband services will exist in the Federal Republic of Germany. The
situation in the USA and in other industrialized countries is similar. The stated
bit rates are the maximum values to be transmitted in the network. This means
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2. Interactive video communication
• Video conferencing
• Video. telephony
• Broadband videotex, video retrieval
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3. Distributive video communication
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• TV distribution
• HDTV distribution
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Fig. 7: Bit-rate demand of broadband services
that - especially for data communication - also lower data rates must be offered.
The bit rates are oriented in accordance with the H21 bit rate (32.768 Mbitfs)
and H4 bit rate (range 132-138.24 Mbitfs) of the CCIrr recommendation 1.121
for virtual channels. The values 33 Mbitfs and 135 Mbitfs are used to represent
them.
The fact that the bit rates required for most applications increase in the course
of time is due to the development of the terminal equipment toward faster
information processing and communication (technology progress). Furthermore,
the content of information units to be transmitted is growing in volume and
complexity (application progress), for example with improved resolution of still
pictures in CAD/CAM or with a higher proportion of graphic material on a
newspaper page. New applications with additional forms of informations
(graphics, motion pictures) or quality requierments can also lead to a shrp
increase in bit rates. This higher bitrate demand can be only partly compensated
by more efficient video encoding methods.

3.1 Flexibility and mobility
The desire for flexibility and mobility in the use of the services and network is
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Connection of dissimilar terminals via the standard
"telecommunications socket"

D Straightforward and largely uniform handling of all
forms of telecommunications
?)

Combined use of telecommunications services with
one or more partners

'~J)

As many as possible partners within reach

') Person-oriented instead of station-oriented communications
''J)

"Service 800" respectively "service 130"

.~

Bit rate and transfer quality on demand

'''J Private switched networks within the public network
"'0 Private dedicated-circuit networks within the public network
~3>

Integrated network and service management with operator
and customer control

Fig. 8: Flexible usage of public seroices and networks
characterized on the one hand by complex telecommunication needs and on the
other by economic requirements (Fig. 8).
The most common wishes include the ability to simply connect various terminal
equipments for one certain service or for different services at a standard
"telecommunication socket", user-friendly and largely identical procedures for
operating the equipment and for handling all forms of telecommunicatiton
(including "intelligent" aids), and the combined use of services with one or
several partners.
Another wish is an electronic directory, that following general instructions or
update entries by the subscriber, automatically assures his personal obtainability
at all times, always under the same "directory number for all types of telecommunication", practically regardless of his current whereabouts and what
transmission paths and terminal equipments are at his disposal. This corresponds
to the growing need in future for a more person-oriented rather than stationoriented communication as in the past.
"Bit rate on demand" and "transfer quality on demand" are concomitant with the
desire to seize only the actually required capacity and to pay for this, without
long-term commitment. A similar situations is found with ''virtual private
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switched networks" or with "virtual private dedicated networks" for which
customers do not wish to set up or lease their own dedicated lines, but to have
comparable facilities made available within the public network at favourable tariffs. These facilities should be capable of being configured, equipped and
utilized by the network operator and the user without time delay, according to
actual demand - with independent assignment of directory numbers and authorization and with the services and features needed in each case. The realization of
private switched and dedicated networks within the public network is initially
gaining significance for companies operating from several locations, but also for
external transactions with partner organizations, for example between manufacturers and wholesalers.

3.2 Delimitation of public and private networks
Public networks exist today with blanket coverage for general and special uses
and develop further according to demand. The communication among commercial user groups over private and public networks will increase in significance in
the future. This applies both to offices and factories at one location and to
communication between several locations.
On the basis of dedicated circuits, semipermanent connections or entirely new
concepts it is possible outside and inside the public network to set up corporate
networks to cope with the growing requirements. The old boundaries between
public and private networks are becoming more and more blurred.
The provision of public networks with varied and flexible uses can technically
and economically weaken the position of private special-purpose networks
outside of the public network.
The future telecommunications architecture will suitably be organized in three
levels for:
1.
2.
3.

transport infrastructure
provision of services and
management

which are separated by defined interfaces. Each of these three levels can
continue to develop according to demand and technological advances without
directly affecting the other levels.
The intelligent integrated broadband network is based on the concepts of the
intelligent network and an open network architecture, the ATM network and an
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integrated network management.
Despite the convincing advantages of this universal broadband ISDN for all
services, the high development and investment costs mean that ist cannot in the
short or medium term achieve full coverage. The aim must therefore be to
expand and add to the present-day telecommunication networks - of these
primarily the network with most subscribers of all, the telephone network - in a
market - and demand-oriented manner with suitable technical concepts and in
timed phases, therby achieving a gradual transition to the ubiquitous, multisubscriber network of the future.
The ways toward the intelligent integrated broadband network will take different
courses from country to country and there even from region to region because of
differently evolving social and economical conditions. In city centers and in
industrial and commercial areas the users need many channels for dynamically
developing narrowband and broadband interactive services. Furthermore there is
a demand here among special user groups for special services. Subscribers in
residential areas and mixed areas, however, expect above all an attractive range
of services in the entertainment field (television, radio). The complexity of
stipulations for the intelligent integrate broadband network is increased by these
factors.

4. Regulatory framework for telecommunications in
the European Community
The European single market of 1992 will be characterised by the free movement
of people, goods, capital and services. In this free market all service providers
can offer their product in any country, and every user may choose freely the best
offer at the best price. Telecommunications will be one of the most important
services within this newly created European single market. The publication of
the Green Paper in the middle of 1987 was the start of a wide debate on
defining a new regulatory framework for the offer of telecommunications
services and terminal equipment within the EC.
Many organisations in the field, like users, telecommunications administrations,
trade unions and manufacturing industries have responded to the paper. One of
the conclusions was that there should be a strong emphasis on Europe-wide
standards.
In 1988 the EC council of ministers responsible for telecommunications, and
after that the European Parliament passed resolutions that supported the
proposals of the Green Paper. A broad consensus has thus developed on the
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basic principles of the Green Paper, for instance the introduction of competition
into the terminals and services markets, while maintaining the integrity of the
network. As a consequence the standardisation process should be strengthened.
Internationally the standardisation is coordinated by the UIT
(International Union of Telecommunications). CCITT is one of the permanent
organs of the UIT. It is responsible for facilitating the construction of national
and international networks according to specifications set separately in each
country following CCITT recommendations. These separate adaptations were
causing an incompatibility between different national standards and for this
reason, were making control over national markets impossible.
This is why the Green Paper also proposed the fostering of strong standards
within the European Community, resulting in April 1988 in the creation of a
European Telecommunications Standards Institute, the ETSI. ETSI is playing a
determining role in the field of standards setting now.
A third body whose objective is to maintain and strengthen relations between the
members is CEPT, that is the European Conference of Post and Telegraphs. It
was founded in 1959 and has some 26 members.
Focussing on ISDN, the situation is now that within CEPT a Memorandum of
Understanding has been established, that aims at the implementation of a
European service by 1992. The Memorandum was signed by 23 countries,
including all EC members.

5. Security and privacy aspects
The discussion on the security and the privacy aspects of ISDN is being held now
both in a national and on an international level.

It is focussed on three topics:
1.

2.
3.

the identification of the A connection at the terminal of the B connection.
This means you can check who is calling you, so you might not answer the
call
the specified billing system that gives all information about the calls that
have been made during a certain period
the overlying theme of the storage of all network connecti on data.

This could mean that at any time, and for any period it would be possible to
check who is calling who and who has been calling who.
In some countries there is a rather emotional discussion about these subject
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going on. In Gemany a working committee has been established representing all
groups involved that is looking for feasible solutions.
These might be technical solutions, like encription of stored data or the shortening of called numbers on the specified bill and political solutions, giving directives on the stored data and the acces to these data.
The European Council of Ministers has been talking about these mathers and
has agreed to a harmonised minimum that could be valid in the EC. A directive
from the Council can problably be expected before the end of this year.
We might conclude that the arrangements on security are not sufficient at this
moment, but at the time ISDN and IN features are available to the common
user legislation should be finished.

6. Conclusion
Coming to a conclusion for today, one might say that bringing broadband digital
signals to the office or to the home could bring, and surely will bring a revolution to telecommunications in the nineties. This, together with the fastly
growing mobility and other technological progress within the network, will mean
a vast variety of new services. Telecommunications will not just have an great
economic importance in itself, it will also help other activities to be more
efficient and grow faster. To develop the economics of countries, some of which
have an urgent need for growth to become politically stable (like the Eastern
parts of Europe), is an opportunity and even a responsibility for all people
working in this field.
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PROTONIC SWITCmNG IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS NElWORKS
Ph.D,Adj.PROF. L. THYLEN
ERICSSON TELECOM AB
STOCKHOLM - SWEDEN

Abstract
The expected evolution to broadband telecommunications networks will imply
significant changes to telecommunications systems architecture and technology.
The optical fiber is today the transmission medium of choice and provides
sufficient capacaty for broadband transmission. Requirements on the switching
functions could, however, be increased by three orders of magnitude, and the
processing speed of electronics will not in the given time perspective meet these
requirements. Hence, photonic swtching is looked upon as a partial solution to
the switching problem in broadband networks. The intelligent use of photonic
wavelength and space division switching to utilize a fraction of the available
bandwidth is an intriguing aspect of photonic switching since we will be concerned with different switching structures as compared to conventional ones.
The development of high speed integrated electronics and the potentially
common material systems for optics and electronics suggest that a mix of optics
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(extreme bandwidth, wavelenght and space division switching etc) and electronics
(flexible processing, storage) is an advantageous approach when designing a
future broadband telecommunication architecture.
The talk will address the role of optonics in switching, current status and future
evolution.

Outline
• Systems applications of optical
switch arrays
• Status of optical switch arrays
• Systems demonstrations of photonic
switching within the European
RACE program
• Future developments
• Conclusions
I
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Telecommunications Network Model
Network
Management
Service
Level
Switching
Level
Access and
Transport
Level
Terminal
Equipment
Level

Optical switching

• Optical transmission media
• Unique properties of optics
- Carrier frequency '" 300 THz
- "Unlimited" bandwidth (»1 THz)
- Weak interaction between information
carriers (photos)
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PGS-series for 1300nm
or 1550nm operation
, Polarization independent
2x2 and 4x4 matrix
Temperature insensitive
Wavelength insensitive
Crosstalk better than -20dB

(Number of switches)-1
(Insertion loss)-1
Waveguide crossovers
Parization properties

(Number of drivers) ·1
Number of ports

(Number of levels) -1

Control simplicity
Blocking properties
Transparency
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Number of reported switches/year
Size
Ericsson
Univ. Dortmund
AT&T

6

HHI
NEe
AT&T

5

Fujitsu
AT&T

3

OKI
Plessey
Ericsson
NEe

2

NEe
OKI

4

AT&T

Ericsson
Plessey

1986
1986
19M
1986
1987
1987
1987
1988
1988
1988
1988
1988
1989
1989
1989
1990
1990

ax8
4x4
4x4
4x4
8x8
4x4
4x4
4x4
4x4
8x8
4x4
4x4
8x8
ax8
ax8
4x4

16x16

Structure
crossbar
crossbar
crossbar
lattice
crossbar
tree-structure
modified crossbar
duo banyan
duo banyan
modified lattice
tree
duo banyan
dilated Benes
duo banyan
duo banyan
tree
Benes

1

1975

1985

1980

1990

Transport Network

Network
Node

Fibre
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Local Broadband Exchange
DCC

Subscriber
Line
--622 Mb/s
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Systems requirements
Switch

Size

Bitrate

Slow/Fast

Protective

(2-20) x (1-20)

620 Mbit/s2.4 Gbit/s

Slow

MDF/DCCsub *)

1000 x 500

620 Mbit/s

Slow

Access Switch

1000 x 500

140 Mbitls

Fast

DCC

(20-50) x (20-50)

620 Mbit/s2.4 Gbit/s

Slow

*1 Main

Distribution Frame/DCC at subscriber

LN devices vs. systems requirements
Device requirements
derived from systems
applications

LN Technology
Existing
Future

Size: One chip
Cascade *

1
1,4

+4
(+2,3)

Loss

1,4 **

+2,3 **

*

Requires optical interconnects.

Crosstalk

1,4

(+2,3)

..

Polarization independence

1-4

Depends on data rate;
OAts will be required in most
cases (doped LN?).

Blocking

1-4

Bandwidth: Total
Instantaneous

1 - 4 ***
1-4 A

A

Control complexity

1 - 4 ***

Stability

?
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Switch arrays based on semiconductors

• Large index changes possible
~ short, low drive power switches
• Optical amplification

Semi conductor laser amplifiers
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Applications of multifunctional semiconductor
laser amplifiers to high speed LANs
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Applications of multifunctional semiconductor
laser amplifiers to high speed LANs
Performance:

• Bit rate:

Amplification
Forward biased detection
Reverse biased detection
Transmission

> 1 Tbit/s
..., 1 Gbit/s
> 10 Gilt/s
> 5 Gbit/s

• Expendable to multiple wavelengths
• Total throughput potential: 5 x 20 Gbit/s

=100 Gbit/s

• # of terminals: "" 20 (w/o regeneration)

Tree structure

Output

Input

•
•
.•
•
•
•
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2 Id N switch levels
Waveguide crossings
Improved crosstalk characteristics
Integration with amplifiers
Broacast capability
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Semiconductor laser amplifier gate array switch,
performance predictions

x 16 monolithically integrated array

• > 16

• 0 dB insertion loss
• Transparency (> THz)
• ns rearrangement time
• Integral ole interface

Wavelength Multiplexing & Switching
Increases the capacity by a factor 10 - 100 in fibre optic systems
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Conclusions

• LN switch arrays ready for
field trials
• Semiconductor switch arrays
- Should not copy LN
- Optical amplification
- Wide range of applications
in the transport & access
network BUT
- Longer term

Photonic Switching

• Electronically controlled optical interconnect
• Competition from electronic systems
• Future Asynchronous Transfer Mode switching
systems require buffering and alignment of cell
..... optical memories required (fiber delay line?)
• Space, wavelength, frequency switching
- Compatibility
• Ultrashort optical pulses for extreme capacity
switching fabrics
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HOME SYSTEMS
DR. L. SMIT
PIDLIPS RESEARCH LABORATORIES
EINDHOVEN - THE NETHERLANDS

In the homes of today consumers use an increasing number of electrical and
electronic products. These products give the consumer more comfort, efficiency,
safety, and pleasure in their most important environment - their own home. The
variety of products has increased tremendously in recent years. By adding
electronics older product types are given new features, other products become
intelligent or smart, and entirely new products such as micro-wave ovens or
Digital Compact Cassette players emerge. Also there is a proliferation of cables,
buttons to press, and remote controls.
Most of these products are stand-alone devices or form subsystems based on
clusters of applications. These subsystems include the audio-video entertainment
system, the security and safety system, central heating system, the telephone
system etc. If these stand-alone devices or subsystems can be made to cooperate,
then value is added in the form of increased functionality, more ease of use, and
higher efficiency.
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A recent survey1) lists the following application areas:

1
2
3

Load Management
Domestic appliance system
Environment control
4 Ughting control
5 Security
6 Safety
7 Access control
8 Voice communication
9 Data communication (including telecontrol)
10 Entertainment
An example of an integrated application is the front door security system: when

a person is detected on the path leading to the front door the lights along the
path are switched on. It serves the dual purpose of welcoming visitors while at
the same time exposing those with less benign intentions. If the doorbell rings
the camera at the front door shows picture-in-picture on the television who is
waiting there. If so desired the VCR can record the picture. A Home System
makes it easier to use and control the appliances. For instance, all the formerly
separate units of the audio and video cluster readjust to CD sound when the CD
player is started. A screen display may be shared by several applications, thus
providing for a better user interaction and better help facilities. There is general
agreement that a user centered design and a good user interface are key factors
for success.
If devices are to cooperate they must communicate. The following media for
communication are considered:

twisted pair cable - reliable but requires installing cables
coaxial
- for distributing audio and video signals
power line
- wiring installed, but unreliable
radio
- universal, but legal restrictions
infra-red
- cheap and reliable, but limited reach
Not one medium is clearly preferred over the other; a combination of different
media will be used. The signals sent over the medium must be understood by the
communication partners both at the bit level and the command level. The
consumers but also the producers themselves have much to gain if these commu-

l)European Conference on Integrated Home Applications, january 1991, Amsterdam
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nication matters are standardized. There are presently three major standards set:
the HBS standard in Japan, the CEbus standard in the US, and recently the
ESPRIT standard in Europe.
Rather than having a central computer controlling many applications, the
controlling intelligence will be distributed. In this way the consumer can expand
his Home System by adding modules that contain applications such as "presence
simulation" or "front door camera".
There are several trends that at present or in future facilitate the introduction of
Home Systems. There is an increase of both one-person households and
two-income households. The members of these households are likely to be
pressed for time and they may worry about their homes being unoccupied during
much of the time. A Home System may help the elderly and disabled to remain
self-sufficient to the level they desire. A Home System helps to conserve energy
and may thus contribute to a better environment.
The introduction of Home Systems on the consumer market will follow an
evolutionary path. Consumers should become aware of their needs and they
should accept that a Home System addresses those needs. A Home System must
instill confidence that it is future proof and can be upgraded later on. It must be
cheap and it must require little installation.
An alternative introduction of Home Systems is via professional and industrial

applications of the technology. There are intelligent buildings that provide
optimal working conditions while minimizing the operational costs. Also small
offices, restaurants and shops have a need for integrated systems for climate,
lighting and security control. Following this approach Home Systems is introduced via the top-end of the consumer market.
Everyone will start introducing Home Systems differently, will proceed along a
different route, and will move at a different speed. There is little doubt that the
market for Home Systems will be substantial at some time in the future. When
that will be and what it will look like, will be determined by the market response.
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TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORK
INFRASTRUCTURE EVOLUTION
M. DE PRYCKER
RESEARCH CENTER
ALCATEL BELL
ANTWERP - BELGIUM

Abstract
This paper gives a general overview of the evolution which is currently happening
in the telecommunication infrastructure. It will describe in general the evolution
which might be expected in the following domains: transmission technology,
switching technology and access modes.
It will also describe that the infrastructure becomes more and more intelligent by
using the IN (Intelligent Network) concept. The evolution of the network
architecture for broadband, with emphasis on SDH, ATM and FITH will also be
described.
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1 Introduction
In the fifteenth century, Christopher Colombus once remarked that 'the world is not
so large as the ordinary person might imagine it'. In the twentieth century, we see
the proof of Colombus' statement in nearly every aspect of our daily lives. For the
world's population, faster modes of transportation make it possible for an individual
to travel the expanse of the globe in a matter of hours. In telecommunications,
faster bit rates make it possible to transfer voice, data and video information
around the world in a matter of seconds. Telecommunications, perhaps more than
any other single technology, has helped to shrink Colombus' world to a size which
now has that world labelled as a 'globale village'.

Expenditures in the area of telecommunication in today's world markets run into
thousands of billions of dollars. In Japan alone, the smallest of the three major
telecommunication markets of which the US and Europe are the largest, the
telecommunication market was estimated at approximately $ 60bn in 1988 and it
is predicted that it will nearly double, reaching some $ 1l0bn by the year 2000.
Although the home markets of European, American and Japanese suppliers offer
vast opportunities for increased profitability, it is the wider world markets beyond
domestic shores which are certain to set the pace for even more phenomenal
growth in telecommunication as we approach the 21st century.
The divestiture of AT&T in 1984 was the beginning of a trend that is now sweeping
across Europe where countries are rushing to meet EC directives to deregulate PTT
monopolies and liberalise telecommunication equipment markets for the single
market of 1992. This trend has reached as far as Japan where NTT and KDD are
having to learn to live with competition in domestic and international traffic
handling.
With deregulation has come increased competition and the need for reevaluation
of longestablished, but now outdated, structures and increased awareness of market
forces. Where once the focus for both operators and suppliers was on equipment
supply, today's more liberalised and competitive telecommunication environment
requires a reorientation which focuses more clearly on the needs and demands of
the customer.
It is the demand for enhanced network services and system solutions that is driving
the telecommunication industry forward along a path which leads from narrowband
ISDN to broadband as we approach the year 2000. At this stage, the
implementation of ISDN is at various levels in the major telecommunication
markets.
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In Europe, France Telecom has had the most success with its Numeris service
although a number of other countries have introduced limited commercial service
including Germany, Belgium and Finland. In Japan, NTI took an aggressive stance
with ISDN early on with the launch of a basic rate service in April 1988 followed
by the INS-1500 primary rate offering last year. However, like their European
counterparts, the Japanese have not seen the growth in ISDN that was initially
expected.
In the US, Phase 1.1 for the introduction of basic access ISDN is scheduled for
199()"1991 timeframe and will include some 15 supplementary services such as call
hold, transfer and conferencing. Phase 1.2, due for implementation in 1992-1993,
will include primary rate service as well as additional capabilities. Later, Phase 2
will add more services and high volume data applications.
One of the major efforts now in ISDN is interconnection between countries or, in
the case of the US, between the RBOCs serving the various regions within the
country. In Europe, a number of countries have plans to interconnect their ISDN,
including the Netherlands, France, Germany and Italy. In the US, BellSouth and
Southwestern Bell plan to demonstrate ISDN interoperability between regionals via
a long-distance network in the first quarter of 1991. On a global scale, AT&T is
providing switched 64 Kbps access services with British Telecom, NTT in Japan and
France Telecom in what they see as the forerunner to international ISDN.
One area which is expected to take off in all three markets is intelligent networks
which allows for enhanced services such as credit card calling, universal number,
advanced freephone, call forwarding and wide area Centrex. The US has taken the
lead in implementation of IN services with the European PTTs lagging somewhat
behind. However, with deregulation in Europe and the increased competition that
it will bring, it is predicted that IN services, particularly wide-area Centrex which
operates through the public network, will be a large growth area.
A number of IN services have already been introduced in the US either on a trial
or commercial basis. For example, automatic alternate billing services whereby
charging a call to a credit card is handled by machine has already been introduced
on a trial basis. Bell Atlantic has introduced a voice mail service in trial locations
as well as other IN services.
If there is a problem with IN services in the US it is that there is currently no single

US standard for IN, each RBOC instead going its own way. Bellcore is attempting
to create a standard which will allow interconnection among the various RBOCs,
but to date this has not been accomplished.
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In Europe, INs have been slower to take off. Nevertheless, PITs are now looking
at IN solutions to meet the demandss of their corporate customers. In the UK, for
example, about 70 per cent of British Telecom's revenues come from approximately
200 large corporations. It is the needs of this type of customer in the major
markets for IN services which are likely to spur growth in the IN market.
Broadband ISDN is expected to reach all the major markets by the end of the
decade. In Europe, in particular, a number of initiatives are underway at the EC
including the RACE and Esprit programmes which are aiming for the introduction
of broadband ISDN by the middle of the decade. In Germany, the VBN (Vorlaufer
Breitband Netz) offers already broadband services to a limited number of
customers. The Belgian Broadband Association is involved in a project which is
aiming to have a working ATM-based broadband model by 1992. In addition,
national broadband projects are underway in France, Spain, the Netherlands and
Italy.

2 Market pull and technology
telecommunication world

push

in

the

The telecommunication users (private and public) have an ever increasing demand
towards the providers (administrations, operating companies) and manufacturers.
This market pull puts large pressures on the operating companies to install new
features at a very competitive cost. The telecommunication manufacturers are thus
urged to develop faster and faster new equipment with ever increasing complexity.
On the other hand, the technology is getting better every year at a very high rate.
Especially, electronics and photonics are enhancing at a very high pace. This
technology push allows the telecommunications research community to propose an
increasing number of possibilities.

2.1 Market pull
The user and operators of the telecommunication network are very demanding
towards the telecommunication equipment manufacturers. This increasing demand
is visible in different places of the telecommunication picture.
First, the users are asking that the information is presented in a more comfortable
way. This is for instance the case for telephone where customers want handsfree
operation. For noisy environments such as in cars (e.g. mobilophone), this
handsfree operation poses some special technical requirements with respect to
background noise suppression. Some other users demand for a visual contact in
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order to have a better and direct contact with possible customers (e.g. banking,
travel agency, ...) or to allow remote diagnostics of complex systems. This can e.g.
be achieved by a videophone.
Another request from the customers is to make the information much faster
available to the user. The reason for this request is quite clear. To transmit a file
of 1 Mbyte over a 2,400 bit/s line takes about one hour, over a 2 Mbit/s line, the
transfer takes only 4 seconds. For file transfer, CAD/CAM image transfer, high
quality telefax etc, this higher transfer capability makes the service much more
attractive to the users.
The users also want to be able to be much more mobile. This mobility is already
present in mobile radio, but currently often with only national connectivity. A
larger Europe wide connectivity will be achieved with the GSM digital mobile
cellular radio. However, this mobility puts some very high constraints to the
technology in order to achieve simple and low cost mobile telephone sets. This
complexity impacts the speech coding and compression, frequency reuse, security
and fast hand-over between adjacent cells.
Users are also very much in favor of a better and faster standardization. These
standards are required to have worldwide communication facilities, between
equipment of competing manufacturers. However, this standardization process
takes a lot of time. In order to allow the faster introduction of new
telecommunication services, standardisation should as much as possible be speeded
up.
This speed-up is step by step being achieved. If we look for instance to NISDN
where it took about 12 years to finalize all standards, it is expected that for BISDN
the standardization process will be reduced to 6 to 8 years. For instance, the
selection of ATM for BISDN took only place in 1988, whereas the detailed
standards for ATM were already finalized and approved in 1990. However,
standards are key to an international interconnectivity.
Sometimes, telecommunication manufacturers are accused that they are too slow
to introduce new features and new services. "If the computer industry would have
invented the telephone, this telephone would have all possible features such as
video, automatic answering, data, ... However, there would have been one problem,
namely that a terminal of one manufacturer would not be compatible with that of
another".
In addition, users are demanding a faster service introduction. As soon as a new
service (e.g. toll free) is introduced in a country, it should become available to
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possibly all customers.

2.2 Telecommunication solutions
To all the market needs described above, some new telecommunication concepts
are being defined in standards bodies and developed by the telecommunication
companies. Some of these techniques will be described in more detail in this paper.
They are (Fig. 1) :

®®
0B
86

Fig. 1: Telecommunication Network trends
Private Networks
Large business companies are building their own private networks. On their own
premises, they have a complete freedom to select the telecommunication
equipment. On the public domain they are bound by the service which is made
available to them by the public operators. A technique often used is called Virtual
Private Network, in which a large company build its own virtual network, using the
physical infrastructure of the public operator.
SDH (Synchronous digital hierarchy) and digital crossconnects
This new transmission concept has been defined to allow a much more flexible
management with respect to utilization and error recovery of the transmission
network. In addition a very powerful maintenance system for the transmission
network is built in this SDH concept (also sometimes called SONET), so that good
maintainability of the network transmission resources is obtained.
Digital crossconnects allow a flexible management of semipermanent connections.
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Instead of requiring a manual recabling, this system allows an operator controlled
"rewiring" of the transmission network.
Intelligent networks (IN)

More and more, it becomes interesting to add new services (and intelligence) in the
network without having to modify all the existing infrastructure. This is very
interesting especially since telecommunication infrastructure often lives longer than
20 years. This flexible adding of new services and locating these new services on
alternating places in the network is called IN.
Broadband networks (BISDN)

In the future high bit rates will be offered to the customers, using optical fiber.
This will lead to the so called fiber-to-the home (FITH) concept. Over these
optical fibers new broadband services can be offered, using a new transfer concept
based on ATM (asynchronous transfer mode). To interconnect customers in a
network, MANs (Metropolitan Area Networks), FITH systems and ATM systems
are under development and field trials are underway worldwide.

3 Telecommunication Infrastructure
A telecommunication system is built of different building blocks. The main building
blocks are :
1.
2.
3.
4.

Terminals and customer's network
Local loop/access network
Switching nodes/network nodes
Transmission links

These building blocks are shown in Fig. 2, where we see that network nodes are
interconnected via trunk transmission links. The users' houses/offices are
connected to the telecommunication network nodes via the so-called local loop
(access network). The users have internally in their houses/offices terminals and
possibly a privately owned customer's network.
Different technologies are being used to build a telecommunication system. A large
evolution can be seen in the different technologies.
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Fig. 2: Building blocks of a telecommunication system

3.1 Terminals and customer's network
Some ten years ago, the most important telecommunication terminal was the
well-known telephone set. However, this situation has drastically changed the last
years and will in the future even change more intensively. Today, telephones are
step-by-step being replaced by wireless telephones, whereas mobile telephones gain
in importance.
Data terminals, PC's and host computers are very often connected to one of the
available telecommunication networks (telephone network, data network, ... ).
Telefax machines are very widespread nowadays. ISDN and especially BISDN
promote the development of videophone terminals, the connection of LANs to the
telecommunication network, the connection of TV and HDTV sets to the BISDN
network, ...
Inside the customer's premises, more and more private homeJbusiness networks are
being installed. This is demonstrated by the big success of PABXs and LANs
installed in the business environments. In the future, also residential subscriber will
have an internal network to interconnect their consumer equipment (TV,
video-recorder, HIFI, ...) and to connect this to the BISDN network.

3.2 Transmission technologies
The transmission technology, to be used in the local loop and on the trunk links
between switching nodes, has passed through a very rapid evolution which is still
continuing.
On the lower levels of this technology, new and advanced technologies have
appeared. For instance, in the NISDN case, 144 kbit/s can be transmitted over
twisted pair over some km by using advanced echo cancelling techniques. On
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special twisted pairs, 2 Mbitfs can be transported over some km.
Even more drastic is the evolution in optical transmission, were speeds well above
10 Gbitfs have already been demonstrated, as well as thousands of km repeateriess
transmission. For local loops, an enormous progress has been made, especially in
reducing the cost of the local fiber loop so that already in some countries the
operating companies are installing optical fibers towards the customers instead of
twisted pair.
Also the wireless transmission went through an enormous progress, from analog
voice using 450 MHz over digital voice at 900 MHz upto 1.8 GHz. Already plans
and studies are underway to use the 20-30 GHz frequencies for mobile
communication.
On all transmission system (twisted pair, coaxial, optical fiber, wireless), the main
trend is to go from analog transmission to digital transmission, giving rise to ISDN,
BISDN and GSM. On the multiplexing level, different modes have been
implemented. This multiplexing mode is very much in line with the switching
technique (Fig.3) (as will be described in the next section).

Synchronous Transfer Mode
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Fig. 3: Transfer modes in transmission and switching
For ISDN and SDH the selected mode is based on the STM concept. This concept
is based on a fixed time frame (e.g. 125 IS), which is repeated at a fIXed time
interval. Within such a frame, connections are identified by a fixed time slot in
each frame.
The STM concept is not very suited for data and file transfer, for which a specific
transfer mode was developed based on PTM. The most famous PTM technique is
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X.25. In this flexible transfer mode, the elementary entity is a bit, whereas a packet
is composed of a variable number of bits transporting a variable number of bits
depending on the end user requirements.
The ATM concept (De Prycker, 1990), is a combination of STM and PTM. It
combines the advantages of both techniques, and in that sense is very suited to
transport efficiently all services (voice, data video, HOTV, TV distribution, ... ). The
elementary entity in ATM is called a cell which is composed of a fixed number of
bits (48 bytes information plus 5 bytes overhead). This transfer mode has been
selected by ccnT in 1988 to be the transfer mode of the future BISON.

3.3 Switching technologies
In the beginning of this century only electro-mechanical telephone switches were
possible. Gradually they were replaced by electrical switches, with an analog data
path, but electronically controlled. These systems have been installed from the
1960's until the 1980's. From the eighties fully electronic switches with internal
digital signal paths were installed. However, with only a data path of 64 Kbit/s or
2 Mbit/s.
Today, broadband digital switches operating at 150 or 600 Mbit/s for ATM are
under development by most telecommunication manufacturers. They are still using
electronic technologies.
Currently, much research work is going on to achieve cost effective optical switches,
which will still be electronically controlled. These systems are not expected before
the years 1995 - 2000. Ultimately, the switch could be fully optical (including the
control), but this will require fully optical computers.
Currently, the electronic switches under development are designed for the ATM
concept and operate at very high speeds (typically 150 Mbit/s and 600 Mbit/s).
They will appear on the market in the coming years.
The switching in the network can occur on 3 levels, with an increasing flexibility but
also an increasing complexity :
Unswitched: In this solution fixed point-to-point transmission links are
equipped between the equipments of the customers.
Operator controlled switching: This solution provides semi-permanent
connections controlled by the network operator. These connections can only be
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set-up or released by a reservation scheme. They are very useful in virtual
private networks since they allow a flexible configuration of the private
network. The equipment used to support this switching is often referred to as
crossconnect (CC). Crossconnects for the SDH and ATM are currently under
development and planned to be installed in the coming years.
User controlled switching: This solution is the most flexible since it allows a
real-time modification of connections. This technique is used in the public
telephone network of today and will of course be the basis for the BISDN
network. It also allows access to private service providers. However, for
BISDN, there is currently not yet a standard available. This signalling standard
is optimistically only expected to be agreed by ccrrr in 1992.

3.4 Access modes
In the existing telephone network, every user has its private line towards the
network node switch. This results in a full star topology towards the user.
Internally, the network nodes are connected by point-to-point meshed links.

In both the trunk and local loop network, only point-to-point links are equipped.
In NISDN, multiple terminals can already be connected to a single twisted pair over
the ccrrr defined So interface. In LANs, multiple terminals can communicate
simultaneously over a single physical medium (coaxial cable, twisted pair, optical
fiber). In all cases a medium access mechanism is required to avoid or solve
possible contention of information flow. In the future broadband network with
optical fibers, sharing of the optical devices can be very cost economic. To achieve
this, passive optical splitters and multiplexers are very efficient. However, special
care is required to guarantee security and privacy of all customers.

4 Intelligence in the network
In order to manipulate the telecommunication network infrastructure described
above, different levels of intelligence can be <1efined. These levels are shown in
Fig. 4.
The minimal intelligence in the network is present in the basic transmission level,
where only information is transported from one place to the other, without any
additional maintenance features.
If transmission links are failing, they can be replaced by another link under operator
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Network management
Intelligent network
Network services
Logical network (basic switching)
Managed transmission
Basic transmission
Fig. 4: Levels of network intelligence
control. This level is called managed transmission in Fig. 4. If the connection is
changed dynamically on demand and in real time, a logical network is constructed
using a basic switching function.
Inside the network some additional services can be supported, such as
connectionless servers. To control these services, to build and add additional new
services, to replace services from one place in the network to another place, an
intelligent network level is added.
On the highest level, the network has to be managed to utilize all its available
features. This is performed by the network management levels.
In the telecommunication network of today, only a limited number of these levels
are equipped and supported. This is shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5: Todays telephone network intelligence
Here we see, that we have transmission links between users and exchanges and
between exchanges. The basic switching function is supported by local and trunk
exchanges. The management of the network is provided by the network service
center. The other levels of the current telephone network are not equipped.
In the future telecommunication network, all levels will be equipped (Fig. 6). The
managed transmission level will be supported by cross connects (ATM or SOH),
which can under control of the operators system modify the interconnection
topology of the network.
Network services are supported by servers inside the network. Examples are
connectionless servers (SMDS), teleconferencing bridges, etc. The intelligent
network functions are performed in two new building blocks of the network : the
service control point and the service management system. The network
management is supported by the operations system, which has control over all levels
of the network.

5 Main trends in network infrastructure
Different new technologies are being developed by telecommunication
manufacturers and will be installed in the near future by telecommunication
operators. The most important will be briefly explained in this section.

5.1 Intelligent networks (IN)
As was already explained earlier, the future network has to be very flexible to allow

an easy and rapid introduction of new services and a high portability of existing
services. In order to allow this flexible introduction, an intelligent network
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Fig. 6: Future intelligence in the telecommunication network
architecture has been defined, as described in Fig. 7. This flexibility can be
achieved by separating the service database and service logic from the switching
node.
Some examples of new services are freephone, credit card calling, virtual private
network, automatic call distribution, wide area centre and mobilophone.
The 3 main building blocks of the IN architecture are :
SSP : service switching point
SCP : service control point
SMS : service management system
The detailed definition of the functions of each entity and their interfaces are
currently under study in· the standardization bodies like ETSI and CCI'IT.
The most important functions of each block are :
SSP:

This functional entity is responsible for the recognition of the service
requests. It performs the call treatment under control of the SCP via a

standardized interface.
SCP: This entity will be responsible for the real-time service treatment on request
of the SSP. To support this function it requires a real-time database with
access to remote databases, present in the SMS.
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SMS: This entity is responsible for the non real-time services, such as exploitation
and administration, database management and acquisition of statistical data.
It is switching node independent and can be regarded as an exploitation
center for both the public administration and private service providers.

5.2 Broadband ISDN
In 1990, ccrrr has agreed on a series of Recommendations for the future BISDN
network, based on the ATM concept. This ATM technique was selected by ccrrr
due to its ultimate flexibility [1]
It allows the transportation of all sorts of services, ranging from time sensitive
like voice and video to information sensitive like data. So, any service, existing
or new, interactive or distributive can be transported with no problems and
switched from any place in the network to any other place, using the ATM
technique.
It can operate at a very high speed thanks to its very simple definition. This
definition is based on a simplified packet transfer mode with fixed length
packets (called cells) with a very simple header. This simplicity guarantees
transmission and switching speeds of 150 Mbit/s, 600 Mbit/s and even higher.
Seen the acceptance of this concept, already several countries have plans to install
experimental and pilot networks in the coming years (1992 onwards) all based on
ATM.
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The most famous ones are the RACE project [2], a demonstrator in Belgium
sponsored by the Belgian RTf [3] and the US multigigabit project [4]. Plans are
currently being discussed to install an European Pilot ATM network (EPAN)
connecting different countries in Europe, all offering an ATM service.
A possible broadband architecture is shown in Fig. 8.

.~

ATM

ATM

SA

AN

~

ATM

ISDN

LSDN-Netw,

local Exchange

AN
ATM
BB-Netw.

TMN.IN

MAN

B-ISDN local Exchange Area
AN
G
ATM

Acceas Node (MUX. CONCI
Gateway 802.81 ATM
ATM PfDtocol

NT

Network Termination·

SA Basic Access
PRA Primary Rate Acceaa
T
Termination Module

MAN Metropolitan Area Network

GSN
IWU
C
S

Group Switching Network
Interworking Unit
Control Station
Seryer

Fig. 8: BISDN architecture
In Fig. 8, we see that the· NT of the subscriber is connected to the public network
using an ATM stream. This ATM stream of different subscribers is then
multiplexed in an AN (access node) towards the broadband local exchange. This
BISDN exchange is connected to the existing narrowband network via an IWU
(Inter Working Unit). We also see that MANs (Metropolitan Area Network) are
connected to the ATM BISDN network, to interconnect business subscribers.
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5.3 Fiber to the home (FITH)
In order to transport the broadband signals towards the subscriber, optical fiber
seems the most straightforward solution thanks to its unlimited bandwidth and
distance which can be bridged. The price of the fiber and the optical devices (laser,
LED, .. ) is decreasing so rapid that an economic introduction of FTIH will be
realistic in a few years from now. Therefore, already in different countries in
Europe, USA and Japan, operating companies are planning FTIH experiments in
the '91-'92 timeframe.
However, there is currently a large base of installed analog TV sets and telephone
sets, and not yet digital terminals compatible with ATM BISDN. Therefore, the
proposed FTIH solutions must offer a solution compatible with analog TV and
telephone (NISDN) and must allow a gradual upgrade towards digital systems.
A possible FTIH architecture is shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9: PITH architecture

There we see that a passive optical splitter/multiplexer ensures the sharing of the
more expensive laser with analog capabilities for sending information towards the
subscriber.

6 Conclusion
This paper has shown that the telecommunication infrastructure is going through
a rapid evolution, which in the future may even become a revolution when
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broadband services and optical fiber will be installed towards every customers.
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8 Abbreviations
ATM

: Asynchronous Transfer Mode

BISDN

: Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network

CC

: Cross Connect

CCITT

: Comite Consultatif International de Telegraphe et Telephone

ETSI

: European Telecommunication Standardization Institute

FITH

: Fiber To The Home

HDTV

: High Definition TV

IN

: Intelligent Networks

ISDN

: Integrated Services Digital Network
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GSM

: Groupe Speciale Mobile

LAN

: Local Area Network

MAN

: Metropolitan Area Network

NISDN

: Narrowband Integrated Services Digital Network

P ABX

: Private Automated Branch Exchange

PTM

: Packet Transfer Mode

SDH

: Synchronous Digital Hierarchy

SMDS

: Switched Multimegabit Data Services

STM

: Synchronous Transfer Mode
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NElWORKED SUPER COMPUTING
PROF.DR.ING. H.PRALLE
REGIONALEN RECHENZENTRUM FUR
NIEDERSACHSEN; HANNOVER UNIVERSITY
HANNOVER-GERMANY

Abstract
Workstations, networks and supercomputers can be seen as parts of a computer
macro-architecture. After the presentation of some supercomputer infrastructures
performance parameters of workstations, networks and supercomputers are
discussed. Then the client/server-relations between workstations and servers are
studied with respect to functionality, capability and capacity. After that the
necessary bandwith for some representative applications are investigated. Finally
some realizations are considered.
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CONTENTS:

(1) ASPECTS OF COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE

(2) MULTI-LEVEL SUPPORT FOR COMPUTER
APPLICATIONS

(3) CLIENT/SERVER-COMPUTING

(4) PERFORMANCE CONSIDERATIONS

(5) BANDWIDTH REQUIREMENTS

(6) NETWORK TECHNOLOGIES

(7) REALIZATION EFFORTS'

(8) DISCUSSION
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NETWORKED SUPERCOMPUTING

SUPERCOMPUTERS
WORKSTATIONS
NETWORKS
APPLICATIONS

COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE

[IJ

ART AND SCIENCE OF BUILDING COMPUTERS

[g]

SPECIFIC STILE OF A CERTAIN COMPUTER
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PROCESSOR_STRUCTURE :: = SINGLE_PROCESSOR_SITE I
MULTIPLE_PROCESSOR_SITE

MEMORY_STRUCTURE

:: = <PRIVATE_MEMORY>

I

<SHARED_MEMORY>
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FOUR LAYERS OF SUPPORT (1)
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CLIENT-SERVER RELATIONSHIP

INFRASTRUCTURE

WORKSTATION

01: CAPABILITIES?
02: CAPACITIES?
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MENU OF SERVICES
REMOTE LOGIN
ELECTRONIC MAIL
FILE TRANSFER
FILE BACKUP
REMOTE JOB ENTRY
REMOTE PRINTING
FILE SHARING
DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING
ACCESS TO TELEMATION SERVICES
REMOTE MONITORING
VISUALIZATION
REMOTE WINDOWING
WORKSTATION CLUSTER SERVICE
AUXILLIARY SERVICES
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NOW:

WORKSTATION (WS):
CPU:

$;

60 MIPS / $; 10 MFLOPS

MEM:

8-64MB

SUPERCOMPUTER (SC):
CPU:

1 - 5 GFLOPS

MEM:

1-8GB

NETWORKS:
ETHERNET:

10 Mbps

TOKEN RING:

4/ 16 Mbps

FDDI:

100 Mbps

(N 300 US$/WS)

(IV 3000 US$/WS)

TOMORROW:

?
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CPU~MEMORY

WS:

10M FLOPS

-+ 10 000 000 WORDS (32 bit)/S

=320 Mbps

SC:

1 GFLOPS

-+

1 000 000 000 WORDS (64 bit)/S
=64 Gbps

BUT:

(1) INTERNAL BANDWIDTH (CPU-MEM)?
(2) EXTERNAL BANDWIDTH (MEM-CHANNEL-DISKI
NETWORK)?

REQUIRED BANDWIDTH:

... PROPORTIONAL CPU-POWER

ESTIMATED FILE SIZE:

... 1/10 MEMORY SIZE
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EXTERNAL BANDWIDTH CHARACTERISTICS:
wS:
SCSI

1 -4 MBps

VME-BUS

8-40 MBps

FUTURE BUS

50 M - 3.2 GBps

FIPS

3/4.5/9 MBps

IPI10

10 MBps

IPI25

25 MBps

HIPPI

100/200 MBps

CHANNEL STRIPING
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HOW MUCH OF THAT BANDWIDTH
CAN WE BRING DOWN TO THE NETWORK?

LOOK AT:
(1) MEMORY HIERARCHY OF SCIWS/COMM. PROC.
(2) COMMUNICATION PROTOCOL (APPLICATION)
(3) COMMUNICATION PROCESSOR
(4) MEDIA ACCESS
(5) MEDIA/NETWORK CHARACTERISTICS
(6) SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATIONS
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IP Layer
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Application
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SCIENTIFIC IMAGING:

1.024 x

-+

1.280

r:-

PIXELS

24

BIT/PIXEL

30

FRAMES/SEC.

1 Gbpsi

SUPERCOMPUTING:
1 GFLOPS:

I~ 1 GB FILE IN 1 SEC.: 8 Gbpsl

1 GB FILE:

8 SECONDS OF IMAGING

D1 CARTRIDGE: 100 GB
AT 1 Gbps -+

800 SEC.

AT 100 Mbps -+ 8.000 SEC.

= 13 MINUTES

> 2 HOURS

SONET FIBER OPTIC LINKS AT 2.54 Gbps
HIPPI DATA CHANNEL AT 0.8/1.6 Gbps
/NSC90/
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THE BASIC RELATIONS
message

Ihroughput

message
lime

length

10 ms

100 Gb

f

resoluli(lll time

to",""""
100 Gbps

10 Gb

1 Gb

100 ms

---------------------- ----------------------- t
1Gbps

10 Mbps

100 Mb

'l'"

1

rDDI
IIDN

s

lC:J s

acceplal'd
reaction time
at the terminill
millufl'

10 Mb

1 Mb
. 1II0llitor
110111'

10 bps

100 Kb

10 Ks
-----------------------

lIIilii

10 Kb

0.1 bps

10:) Ks

tillY
(Jetter d"ll\l'r~')

1 Kb
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SCENARIO 1: CORPORATE NETWORKS
(INTRA/INTER PREMISES)

sc

WS

LAN

SCENARIO 2: LANIWAN (PUBLIC NETWORK)

sc

WS

WAN
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NETWORK TECHNOLOGIES:

(1) ETHERNET (PREDOMINANT)
(2) TOKEN RING
(3) FOOl (COMING UP)
(4) OTHERS

WAN:
(1) X.25 PSN (PREDOMINANT)
(2) OTHERS
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HIGH SPEED NETWORKING
LAN:

S800 Mbps

G
HIPPI

Frame
Buffer

t

..

S30 Mbps

.. G

t

VME-BUS

.. ® ..

250 Mbps/1 Gbps

.. ®

ULTRANET

WAN:

__-------RPC--------___

HSSI

'"---.......,,-----'

HSSI

(a) OPTIC FIBER LINK (34 MbpslG.703)

(b) DaDB (21341140 Mbps)
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APPLICATIONS:
DATA VOLUME
RESPONSE TIME
BANDWIDTH

PROBLEMS:
PUBLIC NETWORK PROVIDERS (PIT)
BURST CHARACTERISTICS OF TRAFFIC
TRAFFIC DISTRIBUTION UNKNOWN
SHARING POLICY
TARIFFS
MORE

NEED:
APPLICATION DEPENDENT (DYNAMIC)
BANDWIDTH ALLOCATION!
SWITCHING/ROUTING I
USER INTERFACES I
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NEED FOR OTHER SOLUTIONS:

-+

ATM/DQDB {2/34/140 Mbps}
FRAME RELAY (- X.25 SUBSET/LAPD, 34 Mbps)
OTHERS (E. G. VBN/FDDI, ... )
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<Gateway>
UN<->UHN

RRZN/UH

~-....

BON)

---

UltraNet
(UN)

lund
\
\ ~ndcre Netzc,../

-

<Gateway>
UHN<->WAN
.

U.

Weilverkehrsnelze (WAN)

citverkchrsocv.

Untcrvermiulung

IN: Wissenschart~v.
HDN: Hochgeschw.·t-:.:tl.
NRV: Nds. Rcchncrverbund
NVV: Nordd. Vektorrcch·
ncr·Vcrbund

Oas Nelzkonzcpt dcr Universitat Hannover
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THREE REASONS FOR HIGHER SPEED
NETWORKS

[I]

GENERAL NETWORK GROWTH (# OF ATTACHED
DEVICES)
-

LINKING NETWORKS TOGETHER

-

GROWTH OF NETWORK BANDWIDTH FOR
AGGREGATE NODES

@

ENVOLVING POWER OF NETWORK ATIACHED
DEVICES
-

NEW APPLICATIONS, E. G. RPC·BASED

-

CHANGE FROM CHARACTER TO SCREEN IMAGE AS
BASIC UNIT OF INFORMATION

~ DECREASING COST FACTOR FOR HIGHER SPEED

-

EXPONENTIALLY FALL OF COST PER BIT

-

COST PER BIT FALLS BY A FACTOR OF 3 EACH TIME
THE BIT RATE 1ST QUADRUPLED

-

CAPACITY OF LIGHTWAVE SYSTEMS INCREASING!
NEARLY DOUBLING ITSELF EVERY 18 MONTH
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THE NEXT STEPS:

-+ WORKSTATION:

> 100 MFLOPS

-+ SUPERCOMPUTER:

> 100 GFLOPS

-+ NETWORKS:

> 1 GBPS BANDWIDTH

-+ PHOTOREALISTIC SIMULATION OF DYNAMIC

SYSTEMS (3 D-PICTURESNIDEO -+ MULTIMEDIA)
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development,~~rthllfacturing,

AT&T in the Netherlands: •
and marketing of
telephone switches and transmission systems • 4000~ell-trained telecommunication
specialists in Hilversum, Huizen and The Hague • subsidiary of the American company
AT&T • co-operation with Bell Labs • international work envifQ[lment • continuously
looking for new talents in electrical engineering, computer s~n~l)ce, and industrial
engineering and business administration.
Infonyation and applications:
AT&T Network Systems Nederland B.V, Personnel &Organization,
Antwoordl;~mmer 1168, 1200 BD Hilversull1, leI. 06-222727.
-ATtaT
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6.1

NElWORK MANAGEMENT
IN THE mM INFORMATION
NElWORK
IR. R.H. WORMGOOR
IBM NEDERLAND N.V.
ZOETERMEER - THE NETHERLANDS

Abstract ·
The IBM International Information Network (IBM/IN) is the largest interconnected network of networks in the world attaching IBM internal users, IBM
customers and IBM business partners and suppliers. The management of this
vast heterogeneous network is growing increasingly more complex as additional
countries are linked into the ever-growing, worldwide network and more
enterprisis take advantage of the increased "reach" afforded by this expansion.
This session will discuss the chalenges faced and approaches taken to provide a
harmonised network and system magement in this global context.
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6.2

INTERNATIONAL NETWORK MANAGEMENT

NETWORK
MANAGEMENT
INTHE

IBM
INFORMATION NET\\IORK

i

"'-

Z·INM·D01
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6.3

AGENDA

•

EUROPEAN NETWORK EVOLUTION

•

NETWORK MANAGEMENT DISCIPLINES

-

IN

Business Management
Problem Management

-

-

Performance Management
Change Management
Configuration Management
Operations Management

•

CURRENT ENVIRONMENT

•

SUMMARY

05ISD

Z·INM·002
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6.4

EM EA IN Int' I Network (88)

IN

Africa (ISM)

Z·INM·003
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IN

EMEA IS Int'I Network (88)

U.S.A.

Greece
Cyprus

Saudia Arabia

Israel

Kuwait
Pakistan

Iceland
11190
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IN

EMEA Int'l Backbone Network (IBN)

Each country connects to > 2
switching routes

/

(using separate physical routes)

Tokyo

Hong Kong

Israel
Africa (ISM)

Z·INM·006
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·Jugoslavia
Greece
Cyprus
Turkey
Egypt
Bahrein
S.Arabia
Kuwait
Pakistan
Iceland
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INTERNATIONAL BACKBONE NETWORK
Intercontinental
network

Warwick UK

GER
IRE

BEL

8o

=~~~TlUSA
FIN

K:c

FAA

::0

HKG
ITA

oulerring

I

JAP

SWE

256 Kbps

S'WI
ISM

POR

Inner ring
256 Kbps

2Mbps
UK Network

2 Mbps

Q

2 Mbps

Network
Management

J=&

2 Mbps

NL Network

256 Kbps

Portsmoulh UK

Uilhoom NL

AUS

BEL
FIN KI-=~~~~~

FAA

IRE
ISA

K:Z~~~T'i AUS

64 Kbps
256 Kbps

DEN
GER
ISA

ITA
NOR

ITA
POR

SWE

S'WI
USA

JAP ISM SBM

Country
network

64 Kbps

;:c

i

Zoetermeer NL

64Kbps

DEN~~~~1~

;Ii
;:0

SPA
SWI
USA
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IBM INFORMATION NETWORK
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Network Management Disciplines

IN

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

\PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENTI

IPROBLEM MANAGEMENT I

CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT

CHANGE MANAGEMENT

OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
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Network Management Disciplines

IN

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

Z·INM·Q12
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IN

Worl ..wide Reach Requirements

• Infrastructure requirements
• Reg istration
• Extended connectivity
• Accounting & Authorization
• Security & Integrity
• Standards & Procedures
•. Organizational requirements
• Marketing Support
• Customer Service Center
• Service Delivery Center

Z·INM·013
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IN

Infrastructure Staging
(A,B &e Types)
International
Backbone
Network

Node

NNoe

Subset
Engine

Full
Service
Engine

I'A"

Remote
IIA"

X-25

"e

ll

type

SNA
Access
Country
"8" type
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Organizational Support

IN

Service

Customer

Delivery

Service

INS
Marketing

Center

Center

Support

: ~ ...-=.-= .-=.-= ...-=.-=.-=.-= ...-=.-=.-=.-=.-= .....-=.-=.-=.-= .-=.-=::.-= .-=.-=.-=. -----=.-= .-=--=, -;
I :

Network Operation
Network management
Capacity planning
Problem/Change mgmt
Accounting processing
Special bid support
r -

1 :
I :
I:
I :

1 '

I:
I !
I:

I :
I:

: l

Adminstration
Planning data
Order processing
Customer Registr.
Customer Billing

I :

1 :
:
1 ,

~e~o~k-C~~t~~ - - - - - - - - :.-;~;,;~~~~~~-~-"--"--""",,,,,
J

Service Owner
.Capacity forcast

.HW/SW requirements

Network Contracts

~i

Service Contracts

: 1
:
:
:
:
:

Systems Support

Service Mgr Reg.

Network definition

Int'l Servo Reg.

Contract Assurance

Network security

Country Mktg Support

IN product sales

:1

Une Installation

Customer assistance

I:1'

Modem installation

Problem determination

Cust. HW assistance

Problem reporting

J:

1:

1

Lead country roles

Int'l Center contact

Local Helpdesk

:

I.
I

, 1

:1
:1
:1
: I
:I

Account Management

CMC operation

Network Attach

1
I

: I
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IN product distr.
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Customer education
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Customer Support
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Responsibilities
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NNOC country
Node country
Remote country
FSR support
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Standardization and Consistancy is required
to enable Interoperability to address:
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- Inter-Enterprise Communication
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Cooperation between all parties is essential
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FUTURE TELEMATICS SERVICES
DR. W. VENHUIZEN
PIT RESEARCH
LEIDSCHENDAM - THE NETHERLANDS

Abstract
The telematics infrastructure is used to enhance the communication between
people. A short review of the communication process will be given, together with
a description of the present specialised networks that support the various communication patterns.
Then the possible evolution of the public towards a multi-service network is
presented. The presence of a multiservice (broadband) network affects three
important groups: The users, the network providers and the service providers.
The user will experience new services, like audiovisual communication. The
network provider will have to anticipate on changing network technologies and
changing service demands. The service provider has to find a way to implement
a large variety of services tailored to the user's needs.
Are we on the onset of the information age?
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1 Introduction and scope
l

A few weeks ago I came across a paper titled "A walk in the future written by a
man called Vannevar Bush. He stated that science had produced several great
discoveries and had also provided mankind with a very efficient communication
channeL Now everybody could be aware of every detail of everything. Yet the
poor individual that would want to access some little part of all that knowledge
had absolutely no instruments to navigate in the overwhelming amount of
specialized knowledge. All this was written in 1945, but I don't think we are
better off nowadays. Communication channels are even more efficient than they
were in 1945, but we are still ignoring the end-user of the information to some
extent.
So I would like to share with you some thoughts about future telematics services
from a user's perspective.
"

2 Communication
Let us first consider a model of human communication. In the existing literature
on the information society specialists often speak very enthusiastically about
communication in general. Nevertheless in most cases it is very unclear what
they really mean: seldom is any distinction made between face-to-face communication between people and communication mediated by technical appliances. Yet
in my opinion this distinction is very important: in the end it makes the difference between technology push and market pull, between "Big Brother is watching you" and experienced improvement of the quality of life.
The same problem of fuzzy definitions applies to the goal of improving communications by the application of the newest communication and information
technology. What do we really mean by lIimprovingll? In view of our usual
business-oriented approach it probably means communications which are
cheaper, faster, more efficient, more effective, and so on. But where do we find
the justification for the underlying assumption that this kind of improved
communication is beneficial for mankind in general? It is often very hard to
justify this economic point of view in a business environment, let alone in our
every-day life.
In a very broad sense communication could be defined as lithe exchange of
signals between communicating partners", This definition needs some additional
description in the sense of defining the goal of the communication process and
its time-dependent behaviour. In a face-to-face communication situation in most
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cases the goal of the exchange of information is to accomplish a change in the
behaviour of the other person involved in the communication process. In a
business situation this could mean for instance that communication is used to
coordinate the activities of the various employees.
For a description of the communication process we can either use a layer-model,
or a process-model.
The layer-model is shown in fig. 2.1. It illustrates the various abstraction levels in
communication between an originator and an receiver. For a successful communication process it is mandatory that the exchange is successful at every level.
In the knowledge-layer a common context must be in evidence. Informationexchange depends very strongly on the degree of mutual agreement on context.
In the information layer agreement on the information content of a message
must be reached. If, for instance, a receiver tries to extract other information

Sender

Receiver
Knowledge

The idea,
the message

information

The idea,
the message

Translation of
the idea

Interpreted
data

Translation of
the idea

Physical
appearance

Data

Physical
appearance

Bearer

Transport
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Fig. 2.1: Layer-model of abstraction levels in communication
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from a message than was intended by the originator the communication process
is likely to be hampered.
The data-set layer is of great importance to the communication process. Originator and receiver will have to agree on the meaning of data-elements being used.
Difference in interpretation will inevitably lead to transmission of "wrong"
information.
At the data layer the use of symbols must be agreed upon between originator
and receiver. This means they must use the same language and - in case of
written communication - the same text-symbols.
This description may seem perhaps fairly artificial in the context of a simple
conversation between two human beings. But in the case of a gap between the
communicating partners the above conditions have shown to be of great importance. The word "gap" was used to describe a discontinuity in time, space,
culture, context or other between the communicating partners.
As an example in fig. 2.2 a model of such a gap is shown. It was developed as
part of a communication study in the business environment. The gap has three
axes: electronic separation, organisational separation and physical separation.

physical
separation
site
building
floor
wmg
office

other
division

group

electronic
separation

organizational
separation

Fig. 2.2: Communication separation
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3 Communication patterns
We have limited ourselves above to the description of the communication
process between two people. In practice however there are several situations in
which several people may need the same information. We must therefore modify
our description of the communication process in order to include "one to many"
and "many to many" communication. These types of communication processes
can be described in terms of communication patterns. These patterns are shown
in fig. 3.1.
During a conversation, two individuals are exchanging information. An example
is the exchange of information via the telephone. In the allocution process
however the information is available in a centre of some sort and transmitted to
a set of individual receivers. An example of communication according to the
allocution pattern can be found in radio and television broadcasting.
In the case of the consultation pattern the centre that has the information is
interrogated by individual users. Examples can be found in the world of Videotex
services, in which the individual users have access to the databases of the various
information-providers.
For the registration pattern we have to consider the process of remote metering:
a centre that requirers some data from various individuals determines the time
and amount of data to be collected from individual participants. An example of

A

)-x

to advice

allocution

consultation

registration

donation

Af4II(
to interrogate

Fig. 3.1: Communication patterns
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this pattern would be a gas or electricity company. Last but not least: donation is
the pattern in which individuals take the initiative for delivering ,their information to a centre. One example of this is electronic conferencing.
The conclusion to be drawn from this discussion is that the communication
process is very complex; part of it can be supported by or even exist only by
virtue of telematics media: telecommunication networks and attached peripherals.
Every telematics medium has the property of enabling the transport of data in
space and time. If a communication medium has to be selected for a particular
communication process the choice will be primarily determined by the transport
properties of the medium. Important transport properties are the ability of the
medium to bridge the gap in time and space, the number of supported communication patterns, the bandwidth, and the transport type.
In the foregoing the term telematics media was used without a proper definition.
The expression was used to designate the broad area of all technical appliances
mediating the indirect communication between two persons. In a more refined
model we can distinguish a telematics network (the infrastructure) and telematics
- or tele-information - services provided via that telematics network by serviceproviders.
The properties of the network have dramatically changed over the past few
years. Historically the public networks have been specialized homogeneous
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structures with established standards, widespread connectivity and high reliability.
Each type supported a specific communication pattern: the telepbone network
for conversation, the television broadcast network for allocution.
Due to the achievements in the field of micro-electronics (see fig. 3.2) fast digital
processing and transmission of almost any signal is possible. Also the full
introduction of new broadband transmission technologies like fibre optics, satellites, etc. has led to the merging of the telecommunications with audio-visual/TV
broadcasting technologies. Another important factor is the development of new
fast storage media, as shown in fig. 3.3. As a result there is a tendency for the
specialized networks to merge into one network.
An interesting question is how this evolution from specialized networks to one
multiservice network will proceed. A possible line of development is showed in
more detail in fig. 3.4. It was taken from a study by the Commission of the
European Communities.
The diagram demonstrates that the major trend will be the development of the
telephone network towards digitation and the ISDN, making full use of the
existing network, that is, copper wires, followed by the progressive introduction
of general broadband communications based mainly on optical fibres.
The top of the diagram shows the projected path of business communications,
with gradual introduction of new services for business users, such as videocon-
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BUSINESS VIDEOCOMMUNICA nONS
VIDEOCONFERENC1NG
VIDEOPHONY

VIOEOCOMMUNICA TIONS FOR
THE GENERAL PUBLIC
VIDEOPHONY FOR THE GENERAL
PUBLIC

1985

1990

1995
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Fig. 3.4: The overall picture - major development lines of telecommunications
ferencing or videophony. The third line of development, which will ultimately be
the most important, is shown in the bottom part. It concerns the development of
TV distribution services, which will gradually broaden to include interactive
services and eventually merge with the integrated broadband communications.

4 Developments in public broadband multi-media
networks
From the foregoing a number of important observations can be made: In the
first place there is an exploding differentiation in services due to the increasing
demand for personalized telecommunication services by the users. Secondly
there is a tendency for the network and the offered services to become more
independent of each other: the specialized networks have the tendency to merge
into one network.
In the third place the difference between the various services is disappearing
gradually, due to the ability to digitize all kinds of data varying from voice to full
motion video. What remains is a common digital bit stream format!
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The result is a number of challenges for both the service provider and the
network provider. The service provider will have to restructure his approach to
the development of new services: the diversity of customised services forces him
into the development of "service-toolkits" or "service building blocks" that can be
used to develop new services with a minimum of effort and in a very short time.
A summary of possible future services is given in fig. 4.1. Of great importance is
the notion that two factors are significant; the required bandwidth (the x-axis in
the figure) and the duration of a session (the y-axis). Clearly the telemetry
service - which could consist of signals for remote metering of gas, electricity or
water, but also of signals produced by all kinds of sensors in security systems has a very short session-duration and a low bit-rate. Hence it appears in the
lower left corner of the picture. On the contrary, the entertainment video service
needs a high channel data rate and has a considerable session duration.
Although at present the dominant subscriber service is based on a dialogue
mode of conversation and hence uses point to point communication, new
services emerge that use multipoint conferencing or information transfer.
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Moreover, for the new services, like narrowcast video on demand and multimedia teleconferencing, several simultaneous modes of communicatio1;l are needed.
The public network provider will have to face the challenge of developing a truly
universal network for the exchange of all forms of electronic information, thus
providing total multimedia connectivity. Key technologies for such a network are
fibre optics and the latest developments in the area of micro-electronics. In fig.
4.2 an outline is given of the properties of broadband ISDN (Integrated Services
Digital Network). Vendors of various services like information processing,
entertainment or information retrieval have access via the network and - via
selected information channels to their customers. Prototypes of these networks
are being developed in various laboratories.
The most significant change in these new networks is the vastly increased
bandwidth capability available to the end-user.

vendor 1

remote
electronics

vendor 2 - - - - 1

vendor N

• audio and video on demand
• ?rOadca~ltelevision (CATV)
• mformatlon services
• Iransactonal services
(shopping, banking,
reservations, etc,)
• processing services

• 150 Mbills circuit switching
• 150 Mbills packet switching
• distributed call processing
• supports video, data
telephone, and multimedia
services

• 150 MbiVs packet multiplexed
channels for integrated traffic
• 600 MbiVs subscriber loops

Fig. 4.2: Properties of broadband ISDN
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5 User services
Now let us look at the developments from the users point of view. A possible
classification of user applications is shown in table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Classification of applications (userview)

•
•
•

Conversation
Allocation
Consultation
databases
messagelng
• Surveillance
• Processing and transaction
• Data transfer

The development towards a single broadband multi·service network has caused a
service explosion, as depicted schematically in fig. 5.1.

Telegraphy

T elephony
Telegraphy

Telex
Facsimile
Telephony
Telegraphy

1850

1890

1950

Radiophone
Datel
Telex
Facsimile
Telephony
Telegraphy
1970

Linklines
Alarms
Conlravision
Electronic Ollice
SupplementaryServices
Viewdata (Prestel)
Radiopaging
Teleconferencing
Low-cost Fax
Telemetry
Telecommand
Data
Radiophone
Datel
Telex
Facsimile
Telephony
Telegraphy
1980

Coulor Fax
Electronic-FundsTransfer
Home newspapers
Telemail
Teletex
Viewphone
Stereo Video
Slow-scan Video
Linklines
Alarms
Confravision
Electronic Ollice
SupplementaryServices
Viewdata (Prestel)
Radiopaging
Teleconferencing
Low-cost Fax
Telemetry
Telecommand
Data
Radiophone
Datel
Telex
Facsimile
Telephony
Telegraphy

2000

Fig. 5.1: Growth of switched and private services
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In this service explosion the visual component becomes more and more pron~
ounced. Since human beings gather a lot of information via the visual channel, as
shown in fig. 5.2, it will have a very large impact on them.
In many applications however, this visual element is not the principal mode of
communication. We could use the term "audio- visual" to convey the concept of a
system that better matches the communication needs of users by transmitting a
combined set of information formats, destined for the eyes as well as the ears of
the recipients. Sometimes, this type of communication is referred to as multimedia communication.
Broadcast television is of course widely available and a powerful influence in our
society; but few of the other image applications have yet achieved significant
penetration. Let's consider the purposes for which images are transmitted first
and compare them to alternatives, not involving telecomms, and find out why.

voice

text

USER
graphics
moving
pictures

visual
Fig. 5.2: Infonnation gathering of human beings
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From this list, a number of advantages arising from the use of telecommunications with images can be deduced
improved performance - being more correct understanding of interpersonal
communication of range of choice to be made, etc.
time saving (earlier decision taking, quicker understanding or appreciation)
quality of life - avoidance of stress of travel, or of the inconvenience of
postal transmissions, instant availability of entertainment or information,
feeling of "pressure
cost saving
high tech impression of self or company
ll

The factors against the telecommunications solutions:
costs of equipment and transmission
critical man effects databases need a sufficient pool of users and bodies of
provided information, for conversational services there need to be enough
relevant locations with compatible equipment
image limitations (field of view), clarity, movement rendition, speed of
update, two- and not three-dimensional
human factors - difficulty of control, feeling ill at case in front of a camera,
being unused to facilities.
There has been a great upsurge int the applications of video over the past
decade; people are much more aware of the possible applications of video and
are less afraid of the TV camera. Social barriers to the introduction of visual
telecommunications services are therefor lowered and at the same time the
pressures are increasing for the better use of technology, especially in the
business-environment.
Yet audio-visual communication is very often not in itself a solution to the
problems of business information technology. For example, teleworking may be
seen as increasing towards the twenty-first century and audiovisual communications an essential ingredient of the teleworker's link. More important however
will be the successful integration of the personal computer in the electronic
office environment, the security aspects, and above all, improvement of human
factors.
It is certain that by the year 2000 the volume of business audiovisual communications will have increased five to tenfold from its present level. At this time it is
important to set up pilots of potential applications, clarify the terminal and
network requirements, and to make potential users aware of the possibilities.
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6 Usability
A critical factor for the successful use of the increasingly complex communication services and the applications associated with them is user acceptability. The
services provided to the user should provide both the desired level of
functionality and ease of use. Even with existing services much work has to be
done to accomplish this. Usability issues are just as relevant in the business
environment as in the domestic environment. Who is not aware of the difficulties
in using the various possibilities of today's business PABX-system with its easyto-forget codes and infrequently used features or, in the case of the domestic
environment, the problems of how to program a video recorder? While it may be
tempting to save time during the design of new systems and services by ignoring
usability issues, in the long run, this will usually turn out to be a very expensive
short cut; a service with poor usability will not be bought by domestic users, and,
if applied in a business environment, will lead to low productivity and therefore
reduced profit.
The problem becomes worse still in the case of multi-media communications, for
which the dangers of overloading the users memory and mental processing
capacities are much larger than with single media communications, since the
user has to cope with more sources of input and output.
At its most simplistic, the best way of making an interface usable and 'userfriendly' is to design the interface from a user's-eye view, instead of a designer'seye view. The question we should ask when designing a new system is thus not
"how can we show off our new technical discovery in the form of a new product?" but "what are the needs of potential users of telematics systems and
services and how can we help to fulfil those needs with the current state of
technology?" In order to do this, we must first form a profile of the user group
which is going to use the system, and ask ourselves what the needs of that group
are. The user group can be anything from the generally public (ie, for home
telematics) to a highly specific user group, for example, accountants in the audit
department of a particular firm. It is important to recognise that there is a whole
spectrum of user skills, ranging from casual use to sophisticated professionals
who invoke complex functions regularly and routinely. The task for which the
technology is required can be anything from relaxing at home to a complex
rocket launch. Although a lot of research has still to be invested in the humanmachine interface a variety of technologies is becoming available to help make
telematics services more acceptable to more people.
In the first place there is the graphical interface: the well known visual icons,
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windows and other graphical techniques.
In the second place speech recognition and speech synthesis hav~ reached the
degree of perfection that allow their application in several situations. For
instance, voice-01:ltput could be applied to communicate to the user the results of
a database interrogation. Or voice-recogilltion could be used to switch on or off
several appliances and apparatus in the domestic environment. Of course, these
wonderful new technologies should only be used for an application if the
properties of the technology match the characteristics of the task which the user
wishes to perform. The user must be able to carry out the desired task using the
machine as a tool, within a given environment, as shown in fig. 6.1.
A special technique that receives much attention at the moment is the technique
of the artificial intelligence. Using this technique it is possible to incorporate into
the user-interface "knowledge" about the user and to modify and extend that
knowledge during the actual use of a system by that user. One of the possible
applications is an adaptive user interface that allows the user full information
and training on occasional use and quick response and direct command mode
when the use becomes routine. Another example of the application of AItechniques is an intelligent assistant that will help users to extract information
form several different databases. The systems provides help in formulating the
exact question, the'n translates the question into the various query-languages of
the databases, contacts those databases, finally combines the answers and
presents them to the user in a consistent and user-friendly way.
A new technique in information retrieval that will have a large impact on the
,

,

environment
USER

task

machine

Fig. 6.1: The user's environment
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way we access information located in various information sources is the so-called
hyper-media technique.
It is clear that the typical future interfaces will probably incorporate multiple
visual and auditory sensory functions to provide the necessary user-friendly
interfaces to the multi-media communication environment.

7 Home telematics
Now let us visit the Smith residence. The imaginary Smith family lives in a
dynamic environment comprised of a mixture of technology products. These
products are able to handle, transport and use energy or matter, and assist them
in storing, managing and apply large amounts of data and information. Even with
today's technology of computing and telecommunications such an environment
can be constructed, as shown in fig. 7.1. The various communication networks
are connected to the communication subsystem. The housekeeping and housemanagement functions are supported by the energy- and environmental control
subsystem.

Disc and

cassettes

temperature control
utilities
eloctrlc-~

gas

-CIII'M

wate,

Fig. 7.1: The Smith residence
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Further subsystems are the education/entertainment subsystem and the record
keeping subsystem. Using this integrated environment the Smith family has
access to various services in and outside their home. They have the possibility of
telebanking, teleshopping, tele-education, tele-control of their home, access to
various databases, etc.
Now we could ask ourselves the following question: are information and communication technologies answering the needs of people in everyday life? The
effect of the introduction of telematics into the home will mainly be that
mobility becomes unnecessary, communication and control can be organised
regardless of time and geographical restrictions, and information is at hand for
everybody, everywhere. It means that visiting the bank will be replaced by
telebanking, teleshopping will take the place of shopping, tele-learning instead of
visiting a school, etc. In other words, work in the private household will be
rationalized by automating its labour processes in whole or in parts. It is not for
the first time that a rationalization of the domestic work takes place; until now it
affected only the manual part of the work. But by using the new communication
and information technology it will be possible to automate new parts of domestic
work and even do new work at home, namely tele-work, taken in its narrow
definition of information processing at a working place distant from the enterprise. This will change the nature of communication very drastically, as the
amount of face-to-face communication is expected to decrease and the amount
of man-machine interaction will increase considerably.
How will this affect the quality of life, or our joy in living?

8 Conclusion
The VISIOn of a world in which people and their machines will be able to
communicate easily and securely with each other, anywhere in the world, at any
time, in any medium, and at acceptable cost is technically achievable. The reality
of the vision will be determined by the market forces and industrial/governmental policies at work in each of the major players' territories on
the world economic scene.
But let us not forget to keep the user at the centre of all future developments in
Telematics Services!
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IMPACT OF
OPTOELECTRONICS
IN TELEMATICS
PROF.DR. R. BAETS
GENT UNIVERSITY
GENT - BELGIUM

Abstract
Optoelectronics plays an ever increasing role in a wide range of applications. We
only need to think of optical fiber communication, optical recording, displays,
optical sensors etc. to realize that optoelectronics has a major impact on
telematics. In the future this impact can be expected to increase with new
applications of optoelectronics as for example in optical interconnect and optical
computing.
In this contribution a review will be given of this development. The industrial

importance of optoelectronics will be illustrated. The most important materials
and devices used in optoelectronics will be highlighted. Finally some applications
of optoelectronics will be discussed.
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OPTICAL TECHNOLOGY

~

/
INFORMATION RELATED

I

[

ENERGY RELATED

I

.. Communications

.. Machining

.. Information processing

.. Power generation

.. Photonic terminal equipment

.. Lighting and illumination

.. Photonic sensing

.. Heating

OPTOELECTRONICS

J

COMBINATION OF
.. OPTICS
.. ELECTRONICS (MAINLY SEMICONDUCTORS)
WITH APPLICATIONS IN
.. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
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OPTOELECTRONICS:"a fast moving field

TEN YEARS FROM NOW THE SUCCESS AND SURVIVAL
OF AN OPTOELECTRONICS COMPANY WILL DEPEND
ON PRODUCTS THAT DO NOT EXIST TODAY

OPTOELECTRIC INDUSTRY PRODUCTION
JAPAN

$ 16.00
B

14.00
12.00
10.00
8.00
6.00
4.00
2.00
0.00

L
L
I

o

N

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

FISCAL YEAR
Source: OITDA
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OPTOELECTRONIC INDUSTRY (FISCAL 1988)
BREAKDOWN OF TOTAL PRODUCTION
Optoelectronic
SYSTEMS
80/0

:;Q.,---

Optoelectronic
COMPONENTS
26 %

:::::::::::::::::::::::

l~: ::::::::::::::::::::::: ~

~~~-

Optoelectronic
EQUIPMENT
660/0
Source: OITDA

Optoelectronic Industry Production in Japan
per market segment in 1988
COMPONENTS
SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS

$ 280 M

LED'S

$ 490 M

PHOTODECTORS

$ 630 M

FLAT PANEL DISPLAYS

$ 830 M

OPTICAL FIBERS

$ 500 M

Source: OITDA
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Optoelectronic Industry Production in Japan
per market segment in 1988
EQUIPMENT
OPTICAL DISK

$ 6160 M

PRINTERS, COPIERS, FAX

$1660 M

OPTICAL COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT

$ 480 M

OPTICAL SENSORS

$ 430 M

OPTICAL 1/0 EQUIPMENT

$1830 M

SYSTEMS
OPTICAL COMMUNICATION. SYSTEMS

Source : OITDA

Projection of Production of Optoelectronic
Industry (Fiscal 1988-1993)
Optoelectron ic
~
Systems
I-:.;.j
Equipment
f5:9
Components

$ Billion
350
280
210
140

70

Fiscal 1988

Fiscal 1993
Source: OITDA
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ADVANTAGES OF SILICON TECHNOLOGY
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SEMICONDUCTOR LASER CHARACTERISTICS
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SEMICONDUCTOR LASER DIODES
APPLICATIONS
- TELECOM

= OPTICAL FIBER COMMUNICATION

- OPTICAL RECORDING AND PRINTING
( E.G. COMPACT DISK, C.D.-ROM, LASER PRINTER)
- OTHER
- PUMPING OF VAG-LASERS
- MEDICAL
- SUBSTITUTION OF He-Ne LASER
- BARCODE READING
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APPLICATIONS

DIFFERENT APPLICATIONS LEAD TO MANY DIFFERENT
LASER TYPES OPTIMIZED FOR :
- HIGH POWER OPERATION
- SPECTRAL PURITY
(DYNAMIC SINGLE-LONGITUDINAL MODE LASER)
- BANDWIDTH
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OEIC : Opto Electronic Integrated Circuit
WHAT?

=MONOLITHIC INTEGRATION OF ELECTRONIC
AND OPTICAL DEVICES

WHY?
- SMALLER AND MORE RELIABLE
- LESS PARASITICS FROM INTERCONNECTIONS
- POTENTIALLY LOW COST
• OPTICAL COMMUNICATION
- OPTICAL INTERCONNECT
PROBLEM

: TECHNOLOGICAL PROBLEMS FORMIDABLE

[

OEIC EXAMPLE .
LASER + MESFET

1

DISCRETE LASER

pt"- GaAs

DISCRETE MESFET

G

1...-_

n+· GaAs

n - AIGaAs
GaAs

p - AIGaAs
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[~_________O_E_IC_F_U_N_C_T_IO_N____________.)
IN
Electrical
Lightguid

Light
~ IN
-7' OUT

OUT

Photodiode
TRANSCEIVER CHIP

[~_________O_EI_C_F_U_N_C_T_IO_N____________.)
Light .......
Input

DD

WM

Electrical
Output

3 dB Coupler

Tunable DFB Laser

OEIC RECEIVER FOR A COHERENT OPTICAL
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
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[~______O_PT_I_C_A_L_D_A_T_A_S_T_O_R_A_G_E________~)
Semiconductor Laser

Polarisation beam splitter
Mirror
Quarter
wave plate

Cylindrical lens
Detector

OPTICAL DATA STORAGE
CHARACTERISTICS

WAVELENGTH

NUMERICAL
APERTURE

DIAMETER
SPOT

DENSITY
THEOR
2 X PRACT
170 Mbit/cnf
2
1 Gbit/cm

0.83 11m

0.55

0.75 11m

0.4 11m

0.75

0.27 J.Lm

=

MAGNETO-OPTIC POLARISATION ROTATION IS BEST
TECHNIQUE FOR REVERSIBLE RECORDING
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OPTICAL DATA STORAGE
SEMICONDUCTOR LASER REQUIREMENTS

- 30 TO 50 mW LASER OUTPUT
(= 2 MW/cm2 AT FACET!) .

- LOW NOISE

- REFLECTION INSENSITIVE

- SHORT WAVELENGTH

[

OPTICAL COMMUNICATION

)

DIRECT DETECTION LINK

Digital

Laser Diode

Electrical
IN

r - - - - - - - - - , Digital

1....--.---.....--, Electrical
OUT

Monomode
Fibre
Attenuation: 0.25 dB/km
Photodector +
Transimpedance amplifier

TYPICAL: 1 Gbit/sec over 100 km
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COHERENT OPTICAL COMMUNICATION
SYSTEM
DFB Laser ...._ _ Data Input

r

Tunable J
DFB Laser!

Local Oscillator

Balanced Photodiodes

ELECTRO-OPTIC SWITCHING
OF OPTICAL SIGNALS

Electro-Optic
Material
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[

OPTICAL SWITCHING

~

ELECTRICAL CONTROL

_

ELECTRIC SWITCH
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)

GATE

t

DRAIN
ELECTRONS

~ ELECTRICAL CONTROL
OPTICAL SWITCH

t

PHOTONS

. ~ PHOTONS
PHOTONIC SWITCH

t
PHOTONS

[

OPTICAL INTERCONNECT

)
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[

)

OPTICAL INTERCONNECT

USED

4 LEVELS

BETWEEN EQUIPMENT - - - - - - - - - - - - NOW
BACKPLANE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - STARTING
INTER-CHIP - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - FUTURE
FUTURE ???

INTRA-CHIP

DATA COMMUNICATIONS IN
COMPUTER SYSTEMS

~

~

0

0

::a

::a

::a

c.i

...0
a.

E
Q)

E
Q)

Q)

s::
s::
('II
.s::.

LAN
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HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS
FASTER

J

.. HIGHER INTRINSIC SWITCHING SPEED OF ELECTRONIC DEVICES

: JLJUl ~: JlJlJlJl
.. PARALLEL PROCESSING REQUIRING A HIGHER DENSITY OF
INTERCONNECTIONS

WIRING TECHNOLOGIES FOR
DATA COMMUNICATIONS
COPPER CABLE
PROBLEMS:

.. DISTANCE> 1 m
50 n IMPEDANCE => HIGH POWER
- DISTANCE < 1 m
HIGH IMPEDANCE => CROSS-TALK

BULKY CABLES
CURRENTPERFORMANCE:
-50nCOAX
-15
.. 20 Mbitlsec, OVER 200 m, BER < 10
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WIRING TECHNOLOGIES FOR
DATA COMMUNICATIONS
OPTICAL CABLE
WHAT?

PROBLEMS

REDUCE - SIZE OF INTERCONNECT
- PINCOUNT BY PARALLEL TO SERIAL
CONVERSION
• POWER DISSIPATION
- CROSS·TALK
- PACKAGING
- RELIABILITY !

REPLACEMENT OF ELECTRICAL BY OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS
WILL BE EVOLUTIONARY,

[

AT LONG DISTANCE

)

OPTICAL COMPUTING

TODAY: SPECULATION
2010 : A REALITY???

parallel
inputs
(data or
program)

~TARTING

interconnection unit
(computer generated
hologram)

~

parallel
dI I + + - - - - - -___t output
L...-----1liI /:
I
gate array
I
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III-V OPTOELECTRONICS

)

TODAY
-IMPORTANT APPLICATIONS IN INFORMATION PROCESSING,
COMMUNICATIONS, INSTRUMENTATION, ETC.
-STRONG POSITION OFTHE JAPANESE INDUSTRY
FUTURE
- TREMENDOUS GROWTH POTENTIAL: 30 TO 50% PER YEAR
- PHOTONS WILL REPLACE ELECTRONS IN SOME APPLICATIONS
- NEW FUNCTIONS WILL BECOME POSSIBLE
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PUBLIC SERVICE
PROVISION IN A DENSELY
POPULATED COUNTRY.
PROF.DR. J.C. ARNBAK
DELFT UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY
DELFT - THE NETHERLANDS

Paper prepared for discussion at the OECD Committee for Information,
Computer and Communication Policy (ICCP). Third Special Session on
Telecommunication Policy, Paris 28-30 November, 1990

Abstract
Terrestrial broadcast transmission, local cable television networks and (PIT)
telecommunication infrastructures are generally regulated, organised and
operated as separate entities. In the Netherlands, as yet one of the few OEeD
member states with a high penetration of cable television (80% of all
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households), this classical separation raises a number of policy issues about
integration of networks, pricing of similar service offerings by different operators,
common introduction strategies for new services, and shared radio spectrum
management.

1 Introduction: convergence issues
1.

In most countries, electronic transport of information falls into two formally
separated categories, namely broadcasting (one-way mass communication)
and point-to-point telecommunications (two-way individual services). In
several OECD member states, the former category has been subdivided into
air-wave broadcasting and cable broadcasting. This distinction is not merely
a technological one; it generally also corresponds with different regulatory
frameworks and different financial relations with the audiences.

2.

The Netherlands present a particularly interesting case for study because
cable television now reaches circa 80% of all households. Thus, it is one of
the few OECD member states in which three different electronic
infrastructures reach the majority of citizens. As long as the services
provided over these three infrastructures appear sufficiently different to the
user, he has thus access to three different, largely non-competitive and
partial communication markets.

3.

Even from a traditional public-policy view, it may be - and indeed has
been - questioned whether such a network fragmentation is the most costeffective way to provide a given (wide) range of services. However, it should
be realised that this evolution of separate subscriber loops for certain
services minimized infringements of the traditional division of broadcast and
telecommunications regulations in the Netherlands, and thus has avoided
controverses between the corresponding government departments.

4.

The future may be less serene: the government is facing an increasing
number of policy issues which cannot be resolved without a broader
perspective. Briefly stated, the dilemma is how to regulate the increasing
number of new services which could be provided over two, or even all three,
different infrastructures. An associated problem is how these public
infrastructures should be developed to ensure the widest range of services to
interested users: Should mutual competition be allowed as the guiding
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economic principle, or are there sufficient economies of scale1) and
scope2) to merit integration into one national (broadband) network?
Alternatively, should economic considerations perhaps be considered second
to the fundamental human rights of citizens to both free flow of (broadcast)
information and (telecommunications) secrecy - two very different principles
which may be too difficult to safeguard simultaneously within a single
network [1]?
5.

This paper discusses convergence issues in the Dutch case. In addition to
high CATV penetration, the Netherlands are interesting because of their
telecommunications legislation [2]. Its liberal foundations, laid down in 1985,
formed
almost complete precursor to the subsequent policies [3] of the
Commission of the EC, notably in its Green Paper from 1987, and thus
recognise the convergence between the computer and, (tele- )
communications sectors towards 'telematics'. However, despite the major
European technology programmes for broadband networks (RACE) and
High-definition Television (EUREKA Eu-95), less attention was given to a
possible convergence with broadcasting.

an

2 Three separate monopoly sectors:
6.

With reference to Figure 1, the Dutch electronic infrastructure may be seen
as three separate circles of monopolist facilities, namely:
1) the broadcast transmitters of the Nederlandse· Omroep Zender
Maatschappij N.V. (NOZEMA), a limited liability company with all
shares controlled by the State and public broadcasters;
2) the telecommunications networks of PTT Nederland N.V., since 1989 a
limited liability company with all shares owned by the State;
3) the more than 400 cable television networks, generally licensed to
municipalities and operated either by local public utility companies or
by special joint-stock cable companies. One of these is a PIT daughter
company (CASEMA).

7.

The broadcast company NOZEMA operates the transmitters of the three
national TV-channels, plus regional and some local radio broadcast
transmitters. NOZEMA provides channel capacity to the some 30 national

l)Economy of scale: cost saving by providing more volume of one particular service.
2)Economy of scope: cost saving by providing more different services.
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public broadcast organisations, as well as to regional and local public
broadcasters3}, The five (unused) DBS-frequencies allotted to the
Netherlands at the WARe-77 fall under NOZEMA control.

Fig, 1: The Dutch network operators and their potential conflicts in the areas of:
A) Data casting
B) Broadband (optical) subscriber loop
C) Local/commercial broadcasting
D) HDTV distribution and wireless cable

8.

In January 1989, the state telecommunications monopoly was changed into
an exclusive licence, granted to PIT Nederland, to plan and operate all
public telecommunications networks in the Netherlands. At present, this also
includes public mobile networks, as well as paging and satellite networks,
including uplinks to DBS. PTT is committed to operate the public switched
telephone, telex and data bearer services with uniform tariffs throughout the

3)According to the Broadcast Transmit Act from 1935, NOZEMA has complete monopoly rights to all public air
transmission. It has refrained from exercizing these rights in a number of specified circumstances of low-power radio.
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country, and to provide leased lines on request. All other services as well as
type-approved terminals can be offered in competition with the PIT. The
government has announced its intention to allow third-party traffic on leased
lines as from 1993.
9.

Partly due to their gradual technical evolution since the 1970's, and partly
due to the light regulation of their local monopolies, Dutch CATV-operators
show an extremely wide range of price/performance ratio (Figure 2): The
price per delivered TV-channel may differ by a factor of nearly four, while
the number of such channels range between 6 and 20 at prime time, with a
national average of some 14 TV channels. (In addition, radio channels are
distributed, but only 25% of subscribers make use of this). Most CATVnetworks have a 'mini-star' architecture, with groups of some 20 subscribers
individually connected to a passive star fed by a tree-and-branch repeater
network. With few exceptions, there are no switching facilities in Dutch
CATV-networks; most subscribers receive a standard programme package
authorized by the municipality. The programme package is multiplexed by
the CATV operator from central off-the-air or satellite reception, and
increasingly also from total offerings from PTf radio-relay or optical feeder
links.
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Fig. 2: left: Price distribution of Dutch CATV channels (1988)
right: TV-service offering of Dutch CATV networks (1988)

10. Comparing the three separate infrastructures, we note that while NOZEMA
and PTf must offer uniform national services, this is not so for the
municipal CATV operators (Figure 2). Not only are they free to offer
price/performance ratios which differ widely between municipalities; there
are in fact significant regions in the Netherlands without CATV. Generally,
such areas are rural or light residential, with insufficient return on
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investment to allow profitable cabling.
11. Thus, in terms of von Hayek's notion of free-market conditions as an
empirical discovery procedure, it may be asserted that even in one of the
worlds most densely populated countries, 'market failure' will occur in
certain local regions. In the Netherlands, indications are that about 10-15%
of the population cannot be served through a fixed cable infrastructure,
unless this would be subsidized either by public funding or through a
suitable monopoly operation. One reason to maintain (NOZEMA's) airwave transmitters despite the high penetration of CATV is to ensure a basic
uniform service to citizens (another is, of course, mobile receivers).
12. In the Netherlands, the average investment in the local P1T telephone
subscriber loop exceeds the average network investment per CATV
subscriber by a factor of more than two. Some of the extra sunk costs in the
narrowband local network are due to local switches and to the P1T's
obligation to serve all areas and meet high reliability requirements (not
imposed by CATV regulations). There is considerable evidence to suggest
that even with the present tariff structure, local telephony is strongly
subsidized from other calls [4]. In this densely populated country with an
average of 345 inhabitants per square kilometre, revenues from local
network usage still appear insufficient to fully recover infrastructural
. investments in non-urban regions4). This may suggest natural monopoly
conditions.
13. However, it remains to be examined whether the high fixed costs of
providing hard-wired local networks cannot be offset by new technologies
(Section III) and new regulatory frameworks (Section IV).

3 The economies of new technologies.
14. One of the interesting promises of modern wireless communications is a
lower fixed cost of connecting a subscriber to the network, largely
independent of distance. Future radio technologies such as digital cellular
radio, Telepoint, Digital European Cordless Telephone (DECT) and
wireless office systems (WOS) may thus provide subscriber access at a

4)Within a price cap on the total residential tariff basket, P1T Nederland is free to choose its tariff structure. Of all
OECD countries, the Netherlands had the highest fIXed charge percentage ( circa 63% of the total basket) in 1989, in
addition to international tariffs above the OECO average [4].
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variable cost which would mainly be a function of usage. This contrasts with
the fixed costs of hard-wired subscriber loops (whether optical or not), which
increase in rural areas (Figure 3).
15. Therefore, modern radio technologies may help avoiding any need to
subsidize the local loop, because of their usage-dependant costs which
remove the market-failure problem. In Figure 3, cellular radio access to the
PIT infrastructure would appear preferable to (new) twisted-pair loops left
of the point Ct , and to optical fibre left of the point Cz. In such
circumstances, the economies of scale might even be so marginal that local
competition could be allowed, given regulatory measures to ensure fair
spectrum allocation and consistent number planning among the competitors.
16. Still, it would also have to be considered whether economies of scope might
not favour the use of broadband optical fibre above narrowband radio
access. The possibility to integrate several services, including video
entertainment, into one switched network with usage-dependant charges
might repair the 'market-failure' cost structure of the optical fibre loop in
Figure 3. However, account would also have to be taken of emerging
alternative broadband radio and satellite delivery systems, such as multichannel multipoint distribution services (MMDS) by microwave 'wireless
cable', and direct-to-home satellite broadcasting.

4 Regulatory challenges
17. Clearly, any development from today's three separate national
infrastructures, plus international satellite networks, requires resolution of a
number of issues. Referring back to Figure 1, some of the most evident
problems arise from the increasing number of new services which could
possibly be provided over two or more different infrastructures. As seen in
Figure 1, national contenders might be:
A) point-to-multipoint data downloading (datacasting) by NOZEMA and by
PIT;
B) broadband video services by an integrated optical PIT network and by
CATV operators;
C) local broadcast and commercial broadcast distribution by CATV
operators and by NOZEMA;
D) HDTV distribution by all infrastructure operators, as well as by
microwave wireless cable (MMDS), considering the large extra
bandwidths that might be required.
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Fig. 3: above: National telephone subscriber distribution versus network usage.
below: Corresponding costs of different subscriber loop technologies.
Additionally, a telephone service might be operated by a CATV operator, as
in a few locations in the UK.
18. Broadly speaking, the national regulatory choice appears to be between
. reserving new services for specific network operators on the one hand, or
allowing competition among the present 'monopolists' and any new entrants
on the other hand. In the latter case, a considerable number of fiscal and
legal barriers to fair competition would have to be removed. Thus,
NOZEMA and the cable operators do not pay corporate taxes, while P1T
does. Conversely, P1T and NOZEMA public services are free of VAT,
while CATV services are not. Also, present frequency assignment
procedures do not envisage any competition between network operators.
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19. It will therefore be necessary to study the merits of such policy options
further, in the light of network economies allowed by new technologies and
by developments in public policy, including international competition law by
the CEC and other bodies. A more detailed policy study of these options
was commissioned by the Dutch Government in November 1989 and
presented to the Prime Minister on 16 October 1990 [5]. The report
includes, inter alia, a number of scenarios for infrastructural development in
the presence of complex technical, economical, legal and societal
convergence and unbundling forces. It is concluded that the most important
factor in ascertaining these forces and providing appropriate regulatory
responses will be a concerted and coherent policy development by several
government departments, (including those responsible for cultural affairs
and broadcast matter, telecommunications, and economic affairs), in
consonance with European developments.
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Acquaintance with the IEEE
Student Branch Eindhoven

Because of this symposium, it is an honour for me as chairman of the IEEE SBE
to inform you about our other activities.
The IEEE, "The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc.", is a
transnational organization of over 300.000 members and 50.000 student members
worldwide with activities at international, national, regional and local levels. The
IEEE is active in establishing technical standards and promoting the exchange of
technical and professional information through conferences, meetings, tutorials,
publications and audio-visual media. The student members are organized in socalled Student Branches.
Our Student Branch is established may 14th 1980. During this period the number
of student members in Eindhoven has grown to over 100. Most of our student
members are in the last phase of their studies or are studying towards their Phd.
The main task of a Student Branch is to organize the communication and
payments to the IEEE headquarters in New-York. Apart from this task our
branch has many activities, some of them are listed below.
One of these activities is visiting and promoting the participation of the Student
Paper Contest. This is a competition between students on their final script. An
international jury judges the participants on a written essay and an oral presentation. The student can win an amount of money and publishing possibilities in
IEEE transactions. In the past Eindhoven has won first, second and third prices,
even last year we won the second price in Rome.
Also we try to establish contacts between Eindhoven students and others
throughout the world. One of our latest activities on this subject is the Transnational Meeting 1991. Together with the Student Branches of Delft (the
Netherlands), Leuven (Belgium) and Louvain-Ia-Neuve (Belgium) we invited
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about 75 european colleagues for a journey through the technical, cultural and
social world of the Benelux. These students are also participating this symposium.
Last but surely not least we organize lectures and symposia. The best example I
can give you is ofcourse this symposium on Telematics.
I would like to thank the students who have organized this symposium and wish
them a successful day. I hope everybody enjoys this symposium and that we will
be in contact in the future.
Erik Daniels,
Chairman of the IEEE SBE.
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Symposiom program
8.00 Welcome, Registration and Coffee
9.00 Opening by symposium chairman
profJr. M.P.J. Stevens; Eindhoven University of Technology
9.10 International activities on telematics
ir. J.J.M. Janssen; Siemens Nederland N.V.
9.50 Photonic switching in telecommunication networks
Ph.D,Adj.prof. L. Thylen; Ericsson Telecom AB., Sweden
10.30 Coffee break
11.00 Home systems
dr. L. Smit; Philips Research Laboratories, the Netherlands
11.40 Telecommunication network infrastructure evolution
prof.dr. M. de Prycker; Alcatel Bell Telephone, Belgium
12.20 Lunch
14.00 Networked Super Computing
prof.ddng. H. Pralle; Hannover University, Germany
14.40 Network management in the IBM information network
ir. R.H. Wormgoor; mM Nederland N.V.
15.20 Coffee break
15.40 Future telematics services
dr. W. Venhuizen; PIT Research, the Netherlands
16.10 Applications of semiconducting laserdiodes
prof.drjr. N. Baets; Gent University, Belgium
16.40 Public service provision in a densely populated country
prof.dr. J. Arnbak; Delft University of Technology, the Netherlands
17.10 Closing session by symposium chairman
Informal meeting
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List of sponsors and advertisers
Sponsors
Alcatel Nederland B.V.
AT&T Network Systems Nederland B.V.
Ericsson Telecommunicatie B.V.
Koninklijke P1T Nederland N.V.
Siemens Nederland N.V.

Advertisers
Shell Intemationale Petroleum Maatschappij B. V.
Philips
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List of participants
E. Alagoz
A Altunordu
J .S. Alvarez
L. Ariaans
M.W.C. Arts
H. Baars
A. Baktir
G. Banfi
A Bausz
R.A.M. Beltman
W.J.C.M. Blom
J. Boeve
S.R. Boonstra
B.Bornkamp
G. Bozdagi
ing. S.P.M. v.d. Broek
M.L.E. de Buck
J.M.A. Camps
G. Cargnello
R. Castagno
J.G. Castano
J.L.A. Castro
Ceskovic
C. Chalitsios
S. Chardee
F. Chie1
M. Colombara
J. Crols
L. Cruijf
P. Czaszar
E.B.C. Daniels
S. Demir
J.G.W. Derksen
X. van Dessel
J .H.P. Diederen
M. Diepstraten
G. Dierckx
M.W.G. Dijkbuis
R.K. Dixon
A.M. van Doorn
F.AJ. Dumont
R. v.d. Elsen
A. Erdogan
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Eindhoven International Institute
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IEEE SB Munich
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Cursor TUE
IEEE SB Budapest
Organisation TNM
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Student EUT
Organisation TNM
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Technical Informatics EUT
Student KUL
Student EUT
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G. Ericsson
J. Eringfeld
ira V. Evers
J. Fabian
F. Faigle
Farkasova
M.M. Feijen
ira M.H. Feijen
F. Fenercioglu
M.J. Fernandez
G. Figen
J.P. v.d. FIuit
P.W. Franken
M.A.M. Franssen
H. Frolich
H. Gauderis
L.T.A. van Gent
R.J. Gerrits
B. Gerritsen
J. de Geus
P. Gielkens
T. Gmeiner
O.Gogus
P. Govaerts
R. Granzer
E.A Groenendijk
M.J. de Groote
Y. Gunalay
M.AM. ten Hacken
M.W. Hamberg
M.L. Hartog
Z. Hegedus
ira M.A. Helsdingen
F.J.G.M. Hennekens
P.W.H. Heuts
E.T.A.L. van den Heuvel
T. Heynen
AJ. Hoekstra
R. Hogers
R. Hollenbach
ir. R.J. Huis in 't Veld
M. Hummel
H.lkkink
I. llic
A Isquirrallucia
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P. Jacobs
A Jansen
Ph. Jansen
K..B. Jaspers
R. Joshi
Kamran
H. v.d. Kemp
J.F. van Kerkhove
M.G.J.J. Klaassen
ir. R.J.L.W. Klaassen
M.T. Klessens
Y.O. Klinkhamer
drs. P. Kokosky Deforchaux
M. v.d. Korst
J. Koster
A. Krause
J. Krols
C. Kuntz
A. Kurucu
ir. EJ. Kwak
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L. Lakeman
J. Lauwers
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P. Leijten
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J.G. Looyestijn
e. van Maastricht
S.K.. Mahmud
A.J.e. Marijnissen
E.J. Marinissen
D. Mavioglu
Mazak
Meleq
Nagy
AJ. Niessen
Van den Nieuwenhuijzen
E.J.W. Nieuwenhuyse
P.J. Nuhoff
E. Nyikus
A.Obkirger
J.e. Olsthoorn
M.F. van Opstal
M. Ossevoort
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S.H.G. Steven
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